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Deparbnent merger ignites controversy
Science Institute curriculum dismantled
By Jeff Danna
Editor-in-Chief

After 15 years of functioning

as separate entities, Columbia's
Science Institute and Science
and Math Department will
merge next school year to unify

the science curriculum , admin istrators said .
Beg inning in the fall of 2006 ,
the reworked Science and Math
Department wi ll handle the
in structional
aspects
of
Co lumbia 's science and math
curricu lum, while the Science
Institute will fun ction as a
research, outreach and advocacy
entity. according to a Feb. 3
press release from the Offi ce of

the Provost.
A lth ough
admini strators
believe combinin g th e depart.
ments will be beneficia l in the
long run , some fa culty members
are up set with the dec ision.
Last fall , the academic affairs
committee of the bo ard of
trustees looked into ways the
curri cula of both department s
overlapped . The Office of the
Provost had rec eived complaints

from stud ents stating that the
si milar ities between th e depart.
me nt s' co urses were c reat ing
confu sio n, sa id Ma rk Ll oyd.
ass istant vice pres id ent of
Mark et ing
and
Communi cations.
According to the press release,
the committee found that many of
the teaching aspects of the depart.
ments were analogous and that
"the undergraduate audiences of

the two units are identical."
The intent of this " uni fic a·
tion ," Ll oyd said , is fo r the
Sc ience Institute's teac hing fac ·
ulty to move to the new de part·
menl, and th ose pri maril y
foc used on research and o ut·
reach will co ntinue to work in
the Sc ience Institute. Students
will take courses on ly in the
Sci ence and Math Department.

See Merger. Page 12

Officials
move to
reaffirm
computer
•
pnvacy
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Eric Winston. interim vice.president of tnstitutional Advance and U.S. Congressman Bobby L. Rush (right) bow their heads at
Cotumbia·s Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave .• in rememberance of Dr. Martin Luther King·s March on Washington on Jan. 30 .

Keeping Dr. King's vision alive
By Amanda Maurer
A ssistant Campus News Editor

Forty· three years after Dr. Martin
Luther King 's historic March on
Washington, Columbia 's Black
Student Union held a commemora·
live march through campus on Jan .
30.
Following
the
march,
Congressman Bobby L. Rush, a

Chicago Democrat, spoke to stu·
dents at Columbia 's Music Center,
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
The group began the day's
event by marchin g from the
Wabash Campus Building, 62 3 S.
Wabash Ave., to the Music Center.
Donisha Boone, a sophomore
interior design major, was among
the marchers.

" It was coo l, a different ex peri ·
ence," Boone said. " But it was
kind of awkward when you think
about what they did and went
through [in the ' 60s.]""
According to Columbia's Black
Student Union president, Celeste
BaU, a junior broadcast journalism
maj or, the Chi cago Police
Department helped the students on

their honorary march by stopping
traffic at intersections.
" I was exhil arated that people
came out," Ball said, estimating
that there had been around 40
march part ic ipants. "I was taken
aback by how much people do
care about our presence here on
campus."
See RUSh. Page 11

Columbia's Co ll ege Council
passed a motion at its Feb. 3
meeting calling for the reaffinna·
tion of the Computer and
Network Usage Pol icies and
Guidelines by the administrat ion
and the board of trustees.
This comes just about a month
after the revealing of the mystery
identity of the person behind
Wacky Warrick. a website mock·
ing Columbia president Warrick
L. Carter. Mark Phillips. a recent
Co lumbia graduate, was fi red
fro m his part·time job in the
Science In stit ute 's Visual and
Commun ication Laboratory fol·
lowing a midnight raid of the Vis
Lab by the Human Resources
Department that uncovered evi·
dence linking Phillips to the site.
The actions taken against Phillips
ignited controversy and olltrage
among faculty in the Sc ience
Instinlte.
The temlination of Phillips and
the college's d isrcg,lrd of
Columbia 's computer po li cies
prompted the moti on to be put
forward , accord ing to Keith

See Coun cil . Page 9

Federal funding, where we rank
ByJeff Danna
Edltor-In'(;hlef

and
Jenifer Dorsey Fischer
Copy Chief

Each year, Columbia brings in
millions of dollars in federal funds.
But according to a Chronicle
analysis, only a small fraction of
this money is in the fonn of grants
that' driectly benefit current stu·

dents.
Columbia is among the largest
federal grant recipients in the city,
according to Crain 's Chicago
Business, ranking two places

above the Chi cago Transit
Authority and just below Metra
and University of lIlinois·Chicago.
Columbia receives $80.6 million
in federal grants, according to
Crain 's, and ranked ninth among
50 Chicago organizations, institu·
tions and government agencies.
According to The Chronicle's
analysis of the college's federal
funds for fiscal years 2003 through
the second quarter of 2005,
Columbia received $ 11 4.7 million
in fiscal year 2004. Thi s total
includes funds for student fin ancial
aid, art programs and community
outreach.
However, only $ 12.5 million, or
I I percent, of Columbia's federal

funds in 2004 were in the foml of
grants, whi le the other $ 102.2 mil·
lion, or 89 percent, comes in the
fonn of loans that students must
repay.
Through
federal
fundin g,
Columbia's goa l " is to be less
dependent on student tuition ," said
Rob Kolodziej , senior accountant
in the college 's Department of
Finance.
The school tracks non· tuition
revenues and evaluates their suc·
cess every few years, according to
Aml Kennedy. director of Business
Systems and Applications. To ease
tuition dependency ''[the co llege]

See Grants. Page 13
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Columbia ranks ninth among 50 Chicago institutions, organizations and agencies that receive federal grant money,
according to Crain 's Chicago Business.
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By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief

he most interesting part of
watching President Bush's
State of the Union address
last week was hearing that Cindy
Sheehan had been arrested.
Sheehan. who most people
know as the vocal anti -war protester and mother of a fallen U. S.
soldier, WIl.S the geest of Lynn
Woolsey, a Democratic representati ve from California shortl y
before Bush gave his speech. She
was arrellted for weari!1g a T-shirt
emblazoned with "2.245 Dead," a
reference 10 the human cost of
the Iraq war.
'I1le charges against Sheehan.
namely unlawful conduct. were
quickly dropped, and the
Washington, D.C., police chief
issued an apology. And rightly so.
Whether Sheehan 's actions
have become clic he and predictable could be debated. But
there 's no doubt that her public
actions have in!Opired a legion of
other ant i-war parents to open
their mo uths and critic ize the
president.
What occurred at the State of
the Union address was a perfect
exam ple of a person sticking her
neck out for a cause she was
passionate about, and literally
wearing her emotions.
The same evening as the president's address. I was perusing
MySpace and decided to pay a
visit to Wacky Warrick's page.
During the first two weeks of
the spring semester I had heard
quite a bit of buzz in the hallways around campus about the
case of Mark Phillips, who , as
much of the Co lumbia community seems to know, was fired
from his part-time position at
the school for his involvement

T

with the parody of Columbia
president Warrick L. Carter.
I wanted to see how students
were responding to Phillips via
the comments section of his
MySpace page, and I was half
surprised to read some of the
irate messages . Part of me knew
that the Wacky Warrick issue
wasn'l simply going to disappear after fewer than two weeks.
but another part assumed students were too apathetic to
speak up even if they were
clearly upset by the firing.
So finding out on the Internet
that students were not just
angry, but infuriated, seemed
curious. There I was, hearing
about a woman being arrested
for daring to criti cize the most
powerful man in the country
w hile .students communicated
their criticisms of a college
administratio n by means of an
online meeting space.
That's when I concluded that
the Internet just didn't cut it as
a forum for concerned citizens.
While t he Web ce rtain ly has the
poten tial to reach millions of
people, there's no guarantee
that it will reach the right millions. The chances of a paragrap h-l ong post about a social
injustice being read by the
authorities in question are
slim- and the chances of them
actually taking such a critique
to heart are even slimmer.
Yes, MySpace has a network
of more than 50 million users,
but individual profiles are most
likel y viewed only by friends of
that particular member. Any
political comments made on
personal pages of any sortMySpace, blogs, etC.- will have

limited impact unless they are
made widely available.
, understand that college students have limited time and
resources to take up political
and social causes, and the
Internet might simply be the
most convenient resource at
their disposal to make a statement. However, there are more
effective ways to spread messages electronically. Start an email campaign; purchase inexpensive ads . It takes persistent
promotion to convey such ideas ,
and a MySpace profile is not
sufficient as a promotional tool.
During the fint week of school
this semester, I was presented
with literature in three of my
classes about the World Can't
Wait protest in Chicago on the
day of the State of the Union
address. In one of those classes. a
member of the anti-Bush organization even stopped by to briefly
discuss his group's mission.
Now that is activism. While I
don"t agree with taking up class
time to push an agenda, it is an
examp le of people doing legwork and not being afraid to
cause a ruckus. It's not merely a
half-hearted message posted
online that dilutes the emotion
behind the words.
And as the country saw last
week , it takes nothing more than
wearing a controversial shirt in
public to spread a message. It's
definitely more visible than any
personal blog or MySpace profile. Plus, it takes less effort to
throw on a T-shirt in the morning
than it takes to post a comment
on MySpace. Think about it.

campus News
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Announcements
China vs. Wisconsin
Photographer Gary Porter and journalist John
Schmid will discuss their views on China 's manuf'aC..
turing power and its effect on the Wisconsirt economy.
The event is free and will be held at the Museum of
Contemporary Photogr ~ph y in the Alexandroff
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., on Feb. 6 at
12:30 p.m. For more in/ormation. call the MoCP at
(312)344-7/04.

Blues Band Concert
The Fernando Jones Blues Band will be pl.yin..... ,
free show at Columbia '~ M.~ic· ..~eTltt!.r.l ~9'4 i. S""
Michigan Ave. Fernando Jones has authored a bc>oi on1
blues, in addition to a play and blues poetry. The
event. Feb. 7 at 6:30 p.m., is free and open to the public. For more information, call the Office of African
American Cultural Affairs a/ (3 12)344·756'1.

-jdanna@colum.com

Safe Sex Workshop
An interactive workshop at the Residence Center,
731 S. Plymouth Court, will show studenu how 10
keep their sex life both safe and exciting. No topic will
be off limits, and free safe·sex products will be cfio.
!ributed. The workshop is on Feb. 8 at 6:30 p.m. For
more information, call Kathleen McLaughlin aI
(3 12)344-8594.

Do you feel your privacy is protected
when you use school computers?

Rapper David Banner Speaks
"Y.., becallse YOII C/lll Itelp YOllneJf by loggillg ;11 alld DilL n

Increasingly popular rap artist David Banner will
speak to students at the Ferguson Theater in the
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
The event, held on Feb. 9 at 6:30 p.m., will be IRe 10
any Columbia student with a current school lD. For
more information, call the Office ofAfrican Americtut
Cultural Affairs. (312)344-7188.

"Not really. CO"'l'"ters are sketclty IUId
the interllet is slcetclty, aJld everyolle IISes
tile slUfle cO"'l'"ters. n

-Christine Pantle, junior, advertising

m.jor

-Justin Bell, senior, music business
management lDajor
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If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu .
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Journalism faculty
member forms group
for 'Chicago Bloggers'
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Courtesy Sarah Scfuoeder

Tom ladd (left) stands with Jon Katzman, director of the Semester in L.A. Program, and Kim
Clement, the Assistant Vice President for Institutional Advancement.

West Coast director remembered
for enthusiasm, good nature
Tom Ladd: 1961-2006
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor

Tom Ladd, Columbia's director
of Major Gifts and Rel:\iions in
the Wes t Coast office, passed
away Jan. 22 of unknown causes.
He was 44.
Ladd joined Columbia's staff in
April 2005, and hi s co-workers
said his presence and humor was
encouraging and appreciated.
" He literally just jumped right
into everything," said Sarah
Schroeder, director of Alumni
Relations and Stewardship at the
West Coast office in Los Angeles.
Ladd moved to Los Angeles in
1997 and worked on various projects, including fund raisi ng for
the AIDS Project Los Angeles,
before joining Columbia.
Once he began working in the
West Coast office, he a) so
became a member and the man-

aging director of the Los
Angeles-based
Windy
C ity
Players , a theater and film group
founded
and
directed
by
Col umbia a lumnus Ca rmen
Morm:no.
"HI! jilSt cared so much about
the. group," Monnino said. " [He
would make] sure j was keeping a
level head. He was so enthusias-

UHe had an instinctive
nature and was able to
work with different
kinds of people. "
-Joe Discenza,
Columbia's director of
major gifts
tic. He was the type that would
say, ' Yeah, I'm busy with a lot of
stuff, but I'll pitch in where I
can. ".
Monnino, who spoke to Ladd
two days before hi s death, said he

3

Bloggers connect
outsiae of internet

Columbia c
COLLEGE

Campus News

felt Ladd was a " huge chunk of
the Wind y City Players' heart
that's not there anymore."
Although Ladd spent much of
his time in the West Coast office,
he did make a few visits to
Chicago, inc luding when Julie
Andrews visited Co lumbia in
November 2005.
It was Ladd's passion for hi s
work and for people that made
him ap asset to Columbia, said
Joe Discenza, director of major
gifts at Columbi a.
"He had an instinctive nature
and was able to work with different kinds of people," Discenza
said. "That 's a rare trait, which
you always want in a fund raiser.
He was able to relate to people
quickly, and different kids ofpe o·
pie, and treat them all with great
respect."
Discenza said that the combination of Ladd having family in the
Chicago area as well as knowing

See Ladd, Page 11

pie at the group's last meeti ng. and
she is expecting that number to
grow. The meetings, which arc
held in Columbia's 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building, attracted bloggers from 20 to 50 years old.
" It seemed like the audience was
waiting," Iverson said .

C hicago Bloggers is registered
Keidra Chaney, a free lance
website
writer from Chicago, has been on Meet up .com,
blogging since 2003 and recently devoted to helpin g peop le o rga nbecame a member of a new group ize and mee t o ut side of the
that once a month gets bloggers out Internet and in thei r comm unifrom beh ind thei r computer ties. Peopl e ca n joi n Chicago
screens and into an open discussion Sloggers on Mcctup.coin , where
upco m ing meetings and topics
setting .
The grou p kn own as Chi cago of discli ss ion arc posted.
The Chicago blogosphcre CO Il Bloggers, not to be confused
wi th th e netwo rkin g websi te tinues 10 thrive , which shows that
C hicagoblogge rs.com, was cre- bloggers will not be fading ou l
ated in Dece mbe r by Ba rbara anytime soon . Blogging groups
Iverso n, a facu lt y member in will keep popping up as the
Co lumbi a's
Journali sm Internet continues to make it easier
for people to meet
Department.
"A group like this others with similar
1ve rson,
whose
will bring people out interests,
said
bl ogs focu s on the
Myles Weissleder,
media, was motiof the woodwork
vice president of
vated to form the
a little bit more, "
public affa irs for
g roup because of
Meetup.com.
her interest in
-Keidra Chaney.
" [As]
human
st udying commumember of Chicago
Bloggers
beings we all have
nica tion through
an in herent desire
blogging. C hicago
Bloggers gets togethe r to di sc uss to communicate with people,"
a ll aspects of bloggin g from Weissleder said. " I think people
techn ical problems to reader- have always wanted to connect
with like-minded individuals."
ship .
" In a lot of cities there is a blogBrian Sobolak , the current mainger community, and they are kind tainer of Chicagobloggers.com,
of well-known and identified with which is a network of about 1,500
each other," Iverson said. "This bloggers in the Chicago area, is
was kind of missi ng."
confident that blogging will continC haney was attracted to ue to gain popularity, because it
C hica go Blogge rs becau se it gives people who may not be commeets with a purpose rather than puter savvy the ability to have a
just socia ll y. She sa id Chicago website.
" I think it's here to stay,"
bl oggers tend 10 stay within their
sma ll soc ial circles, which gets Sobolak sa id. " I think it's just a
cliquish. According to Chaney, really easy way to update a webin Chicago there is room for site. That 's something people want
sharing diverse ideas and per- the ability to do."
As fo r the future, Sobolak
spectives.
"A group like th is will bring peo- thinks there will be fewer blogple out of the woodwork a little bit gers forming groups outside of
the Internet and more outside
more," Chaney said.
Iverson said it was eas ier to get gro ups forming blogs.
Chicago Bloggers' next meet ing
people to join the group than she
had expected. There were II peo- is Feb. 21.

Total enrollment rises, minority enrollment falls again
By Jim JaWOf"Ski
Assistant Campus News EdItor

Co:umbia administrators are satisfied with the! rising rate of new
students. The only problem: Not
enough of them are minorities.
Enrollment over the past few
years has been growing steadily.
The 2010 Plan set a goal of

increasing total schoo l enrollment
by 2 percent per year. Over the
past two years, Columbia has
beaten that goal by a sizable margin, increasing enrollment by 5
percent both years.
But Columbia is faltr-fing in
meeting diversity benchmarks by
2010.

Minority enrollment has

decreased over the past two years.
TIle plan st:! a goal tG have minori·
ty students represent 34 percent of
the population by 2010. In filII
2004, minority students made up
30 peJ<Cnt of the population, and
the number feU further in fall 2005,
down to 28 peJ<Cnt.
Mark Kelly, vice president of

Student Affairs, said that while a
decrease in minority enrollment is
somewhat of a national trend,
Columbia can still improve.
" Who cares about national
trends?" Kelly said. "Columbia
has to do more on its part."
The plan is a comprehensive
strategy put in place by Columbia
administrators to improve the quality of the college. The plan set
objectives that school administrators would like to achieve by 2010,
establishing annual goals to track
the school's progress. It is divided
into . fi ve categories: learn ing,
enrollulent, affordability, campus
and marketing.
Columbia
releases
annual
progress reports on the 20 I 0 Plan,
as well as quarterly reports. The
2005 report released in December
showed the college was doing better than expected in many areas, but
fal ling short in others.
Kelly attributed the decreasing
minority enrollment to the high
cost of private college. According

to Columbia research, the average
white Columbia student 's annual
family income is roughly 580,000,
while the average Afri can·
American student 's IS around
530,000.
"Students want to be at
Columbia, but can students afford
to be at Columbia?" Kelly asked.
To combat
lem,
Kelly the
~aidprobthe
school has i~reased
low-income sc'holarships to 700, with 600
of them offering
S20,OOO, on average,
over the span of four
years. Two years ago
there were no scholarships of that kind. The
school is also working
with minoriry student
organizations, such as
the Latino Student
All iance, Kelly said.
An increase in
minority enroll ment
is important to the

college, Kelly said.
"A healthy mix of students in a
class is part of the Columbia experience," he said.
Columb ia also has fallen short
in international student enro llment. The goal, accord ing to the
2005 repo rt, is an annual increase
of 2.5 percent. Int ernationa l stu-

dents have decreased 15 percent
in fall 2004, and anot her 2 percent
in fa ll 2005 .
Gigi Posejpal, assistant dean of
International Student Affairs, sa id
that there is a national trend in
decreased international enrollment.
See 2010, P age 5
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11.h St.
Concert

H a

I I

Events

Serving Chicagolandls art community
rom
, " blank
-I(f7icanvas

and )
:ver y point
( In-between

to

CIIS'IOm

~r'~lrnlln

Tuesday February 7

Fernando Jones Blues Band
12:30 PM
Student Concert Series
7:00 PM
Wednesday February 8
rd

3 Week Music Student Meeting
12:30 PM

Thursday February 9

CANVAS up to 50% OFF
OIL & ACRYLIC PAINTS up to 40% OFF
SELECT BRUSHES 40%- 50% OFF
ASSORTED PAPER PADS 40%-50% OFF
EASELS up to 50% OFF
let Chicago land's most experienced art staff help you with your class list.

714 Main Street in Evanston 847-864-0001
Ample parking at rear of store.

Good's is located

l ~blo(k west of the CTA Purple line and

Metra Union Pacific North stops.

www.goodsofevanston .(om

Open Sunday 11 - 6, Weekdays 9- 7, Saturday 9-6
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Independent mentality:
work with one another
Local artists discuss
successful work
ethics, collaboration

Dan
·on .Paper," ihff Center for Book and Paper Arts' newest showcase. explores issues that
inc1udf:\ !anC:rnin~.s, AID~ victims, and gender concerns.

" Poli~o..

Printmaking exhibit showcases
'in-your-face' global issues
unique to the prir:tt," Avery said.

By Allison Riggio
Staff Writer

"It gives me a lot of pleasure. It's

The Center for Book and Paper
Arts, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. , will
showcase "Poli tics on Paper:
Global TragedieslPersonal Perils"
through March II.
The exhibit features the work of
three profeSsiorial artists ar,d tack-

les issues such as AIDS, landmines
and feminism. William Orendel,
coordinator of the Center for Book
and Paper Arts, said that it was logical to showca..e the three arlists
together.
"T hey're realiy sort of in-yourface," Drende! sa id. "I think it's
an important show."
Dr. Eric Avery. :.n~ . SJ( Ute
ex hibit 's feat4re ..t pintmakers,
puns much o!" his art~stic inspira• tion from n:5 'medica: v./ork.
• Ac.cprd;r,g . tc DrendeI, one of
E.very 's priIVS was do,,: OJ" paper
maue: fr:)m s u.-l:':ical toweJs , Since
!1e · work.~ ·'Wi.th. A IDS , v tctims,
Avery said ill).lC!) of.this artwork
is .inspired by. his. patients._.· .
"So marly 6( my patients have
had really ju,st ter!"lhle childhoods," 'Avery said. "~The ·s tories
are lives of real difficulty. They're
just kind of reflections of these
people's jives."
As a psychiatrist at the
University of Texas Medical
Bi'ancl:l, AVf!ry works prinarily in
the EN LOci. Hepatitif C clinics.
Having been a printmaker since
he was a child, Avery sees his
work as both good and bad_
" I think there's something

2010:
Retention rates
on the rise
Continued from Page J
Both Posejpal and Kelly attributed the decrease to added domestic security i.!t a post 9/ 11 world.
International students are simply
having a harder time getting into
the United S~ates .
Posejpa! said that European
schools have taken advantage of
the increased Americ.an security to
increase their own enrollment.
"Suddenly Europe said, ' Hey,
the U,S. has cracked down. 'Ibis is
our opportunity to attract more students, n, Posejpal said. "American
schools now have to work. harder
- to get those students."
Although
enrollment
has
decreased, 1>osejpal re:nains optiJ

also a curse to he a printmaker
because we're the underdogs of
the art world."
Fellow "Politics on Paper" artist
John Risseeuw agrees that the
print- and paper-making media are
unlike any other art fonn.
" h gets people 's attention,"
Risseeuw said. "These issues
can be dealt with in other media,
but the nature of the work, the
v isual impact and the message
will be different."
Ri sseeuw, a professor at
. Arizona State University, is showcasing work pertaini ng to landmines and landmine victims. His
work in "Politics on Paper" is a
series of prints featuring images
and facts · ab~ul.1andmine.s printed
on paper made from the clothing
of actl!.allandmine victims:
"Warri ng · 'nations have a
responsibility for the detritus they
leavt! behind," Risseeuw said. " I
had :10 idea how deep 1 would
eventually get into the whole
issue of landmines around the
globe---:-ii's huge."
. .Robbin Am Silverberg is the
third artist featured in the exhibit.
Her work focuses on feminist
issues across the globe. As a 25year veteran in book and paper arts,
Silverberg feels that these media do
not necessarily provide a more
powerful message to observers, but
a more complex one.
"Both 2rt forms demand a
process cf engagement by the
viewer through time and space,"
mistic that the negative trend will
turn around. Columbia has been
marketing the school overseas, she
said, and has added more programs to keep the students who are
alrearlv here.
The Office of
Academic
Initiative
and
International Programs officially
opened last fall.
Posejpal added that sending
Columbia students to other countries, for example the Fiction
Department's Prague program, will
attract more international students.
" When we start raising our profile overseas, our numbers will
increase here," she said.
Columbia, however, did see a
positive and unexpected increase
in other areas of enrollment.
The 20 I0 Plan set a 3 percent
annual increase goal for out-ofstate students. Col umbia mo re
than exceeded that, with a 13 percent increase in fall 2004 and a 17
percent increase in fall 2005.

Silverberg said.
Silverberg's work in "Po litics
on Paper" addresses the iss ues
that continue to exist for women
across the globe. Some of her
most prominent work in the show
consists of paper made from
human hair and dust. She also
uses repetition of printed phrases
or words in many of her pieces.
"Gender issues still are overriding even 35 years after the 'sex
revolution ,'" Silverberg said.
"Women are still defined and limited by the work that they are
designed and forced to do. For
20,000 years women have been
connected to a certain kind o f
work that was supportive to their
fu nctions as child caregivers and
baby producers. The work had to
be repetitive and mindless."
The three artists showcased in
this exhibit each highlight a strong
and separate message. Though it
may be titled " Politics on Paper,"
Silverberg said that the book- and
paper-arts can be distinguis hed
from other political art.
"Political art is usually quite sloganistic, as in someone has an idea,
and they're very self-righteous
about it, and they feel very strongly about it," Silverberg said. " I
think the politics and everything
have rich and varied complexities.
My hope is that the varied issues
and aspects of the problem can be
brought up and processed or be
engaged with and questioned."

"Politics on Paper: Global
tragedies/Personal Perils" is free
and open to the public.
Murphy Monroe, executive
director of Admissions, was
pleasantly surprised to see the
out~of-state numbers increase so
dramatically. He said that the
increase was influenced by
Columbia 's transformation from a

"A healthy mix of
students in a class is
part of the Columbia
experience. "
- Mark Kelly,
vice president of Student
Affairs
commuter campus to a residential
campus. Much more dorm space
has made it easier for students to
come from out of state, he said,
because they no longer need to
look for a place to live otf·campus. He added that Columbia will
continue to aggressively market
the college in high schools around
the country in an effort to increase

Hairstyles of the Damned and
Ryan's book 100 Posters, 134
Squirrels.

The crowd was at full capaci ty and people were sitting in the
aisles and spill in g out the door.
By Seth Stauffer
Staff Writer
Columbia st udent Scott Duggan
didn't make it inside.
Students
poured
into
"It sucked," Duggan sai d. "We
Columbia's Wabash Ca mpu s came ri ght at 6:30 [when the di sBuilding, 623 S. Wabash Ave., cuss ion started]. People were
fo r an inside look at the secret sitti ng Indian-style in the doorlife of Chicago underground way."
publi shing and how independent
" I' m mostly here for Jay
artists can work together.
Ryan," said Lauren Zalenski, a
"Collaboration is the best junior graphic design major.
Zalenski's
friend
Drew
way to get things done," sa id
moderator Joe Meno at a pane l Welborn, a j unior studying
di sc uss ion
s ponsored
by music business, said , "I would
Columbia's Art and Design be lying if I said I wasn't a little
Department
on
II b
.
.
bit obsessed with
Feb. 1.
0 4 oratIOn IS
Punk Planet. "
Members of the
the best way to get
The audience
bimonthly magathings done."
li ste ned to and
laughed at what
zine Punk Planet
and the local print
-Joe MenD,
was a typical confaculty memember of
versation between
s hop The Bird
Machine
sat Columbia 's Fiction Writing industry profesonstage to discuss
Department
sional s talk about,
artist co llaboralike pilin g eight
tion in an installment of a series people into a car to get hot dogs,
of talks at Columbia called working together and sharing
"Plays Well With Others."
office space.
for The
Bird
The panel answered questions
Panalists
Machine included Jay Ryan, Mat o n topics ran ging from coHaboDaly. Kevin Duneman and Jason ration, determining content and
Harvey. Dan Sinker, Anne clients, and Meno's own addiElizabeth Moore , Laura Pearson tion , " What 's cuter, a baby monand Dave Hofer represented key or a baby bunny?"
Punk Planet.
While responses to the bunny
Punk Planet has grown and vs. monkey question were
added Punk Planet Books, which
See Panel, Page 9
published
Meno's
book

uc

Dan CiskeyfThe Chronicle
Jay Ryan, Kevin Duneman, and Jason Harvey represented the
Bird Machine at the panel discussion on Feb. 1.
the numbers furt her.
Columbia also saw a drastic
increase in non-traditional students, defined as part-time students and those who are 25 years
old and older. The annual increase
goal was set at 1.5 percent.
Columbia had an increase of 10
percent in fall 2004 and 12 percent
in fall 2005.
With total enrollment increasing,
Columbia is also improving on
keeping the students it already has.
Freshman to sophomore retention
rates increased from 61 percent in
the 2003-2004 academic year to 65
percent in 2004-2005. Columbia's
goal is to have its one-year retention rate at or above the national
average for open admissions colleges, which, according to the
repo~. is currently at 62 percent.
Steve Kapelke, provost and vice
president of Academ ic Affairs,
said the increase in retention rate is
a direct result of the quality of

Columbia's faculty. He said students are less likely to leave if they
have a good instructor.
"Our facuity, as a body, is a
wonderful teaching faculty," he
said. "If you're a photography
major, for example, you probably
will be taught by faculty members
who had a book out recently or
had a so lo exhibition at a prestigious gallery. The person is also a
good teacher."
The six-year graduation rate,
however, fell short of Columbia's
goal. The most recent numbers, as
of the 1998-1999 academi c year,
show the rate at 30 percent. The
national average is 37 percent for
open admissions colleges.
Kelly said that those numbers
can be deceiving. Since the information js dated, he said, the sixyear graduation rate should show a
similar increase that the one-year
retention rate had as the data begins
to catch up.
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Exhibit exposes
industry movement
of individuality amid urtiformity.
Another artist, Polly Braden,

By Wlitney Sd1Iosser
S1afl'Wrltar

In the modem world of art, a
high emphasis is placed on shock
value, often fueled by hold, political statements and Coiwnbia is no
stranger to taboo. Unlike at more
conservative institutions, it is hard
to shock a campus where protests
replace pep rallies aM party crashers are sent bv the Sccn:t Service.
But Columbia's Museum of
Contemporary Photogrnphy, 600 S,
Michigan Ave.. bas taker; '1 more
subtle, apolitical approach with its
cumnt exhibi~ "Made in China"
Natasha Egan, MOCP associate
director, used artists from allover
the world to represent the topic
from many different points of view,
both positive aod negati"".
"It's very wide open," Egan said
"I'm not trying to take a political
stance---I'm just laying it out As a
curator for the MOCP, I am proud
that it deals with a narrow theme
visually in so many ways."
Each artist expresses the theme
from a dilf'emtt point of view.
A collection of photographs by
Canadian photographer Edward

Bunnysky documents Chinese
factory employees in the workplace. One popuIar photo, entitled
"China Manufacturing No. II ,"
.::onsists of a huge factory cafeteria
with what seems like endless
workers eating lunch io their
bright pink factory uDiforms.
Amcng rows and rows of tables
V'Ie'WCIS' eyes are d:'awn to one
partio,Iar worker wearing a slightly differmt colOI'. Jahoer said this
phoco goes into the 0"=11 theme

showed factory workers as the consumers of the goods they make.
She photographed Chinese factory
workel Ho Ping on her day offbuying sh90S and a cell phone. Egan

said this shows that the factories
are not just mass producing for the
Western World. but for their own
economy as well.
1un Yang's video, Hero-This is
We, steers away from the Chinese

fact(.rY,s and focuses on the flags
of several different countries from
a global point of\;ew.
"This is the first show that is less
about the country and morc about

the economics," Egan said.
The two videos, made up of
news and television clips featuring

"It brings a visual cohesiveness to an idea we
all read about in our
everyday lives- "
-Nata.h. Egan,
auociate director of the
Museum or Contemporary
Photography

flags from around the world, are
shown simultaneously with head-

phones for sound. Museum visitor
Andrew Hoalc said the videos
powerful and the piece as a
whole was " beautifully done,
infOllllarive and interesting."
1bc exhibit also features wrinen
were

work such as articles from the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel series

"Made

in

China: The

New

_ _ Chra1lcle
'Made in China: held al Columbia's Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S. Michigan
Ave ., explores the positives and negatives of China's growing manufacturing industry,
Industrial Revolution" by reporters
Rick Romell, John Schmid and

Gary Porter. The articles investigat~
ing the effect Chinese manufacturing power has bad on the
Wisconsin economy are enlarged
and mounted on the walls of the

museum's third floor.
A more eccentric piece by
Michael Wolf entitled "Toy Room"
is displayed in its own room on the
fir>t level of the gallery. In the ''Toy
Room" photographs, Chinese factory workers are surrounded by
thousands of toys that were made
in the factories featured and collected in the United States.
"The photos work to demonstrate the process." Jahner said.
Wolf worked back and forth
between
Hong
Kong
and
California collecting toys and taking photographs. He then sanded

down the toys and attached them to

magnets said Greg Stimic, an
employee at the museum. Stimic
was one of four museum employees who spent three days under
Wolrs direction setting up the
''Toy Room."

Many viewers at the event spent
time picking out old childhood toys
and marveling at new ones.
''Toys are supposed to be run,"
said Christine Gaivez, a Columbia
studeot. Gaivez added the piece

had such an impact because it was

so balanced "Any less would be
horing aod anything mo", would
be overwhelming."
Jalmer said she aod the artists are
happy with the turnout for the
exhibit. She said many of the lesser-known artists have had a positive reaction 10 the publicity the
event has received. Ashley Singley.

who works the front desk at the
museum, said the exlubit has gocteD a great response from many differmt members of the conununity,
Jahoer agreed that the event has
been popuIar, guessing that 40 percent of those visiting the exlubit
have been from Columbia whiIe
the other 60 percent were outside

visitors.
Egan ""plained that the exIu'bit
provokes new ways ofiooking at a
topic that has • massive effect on
the entire world
"It brings a visuaI cobesiveness
to an idea we all read about in our
everyday lives," Egan said.
"Made in China" will ~ fec>tured at the Museum of
Contemporary Photography, 600
S. Michigan Ave., through March 4.
Special events will ~ held OIl Feb.
6, 16, 27 and 28.
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Council:
Freedom of
expreSSlOn an
issue of concern
Continued jrom Front Page

9

Panel:

Kostecka introduced a motion
to reaffirm academ ic freedom
and the freedom of expression.
The council tabled the motion
after spending time discussing
the issues.
Kape lke a lso said that no
company in the country wou ld
tolerate expression that would
"u ndermine the corporation."
"Freedom of expression is not

Success doesn't
come easy
Continuedjrom Page 5

mi xed, the panelists did have
so me heartfe lt advice about
Kostecka, faculty member in the absoh ~ t e ." Kapelke said. "There
what they believe arc keys to
Science Institute and nrcs ident is a difference between simp le
success.
of Co lumbia Co llege' Facu lty expression and responsib le
Ryan said "working with your
Organizat ion, who presented the expression,"
friends" was important, and
mot ion to the counci l. The
This sparked concern among
Hoffman answered with a single
objective of the mNion is to some college officials, inc Iud·
word: comprom ise.
reinstate the significance of the ing Randy Albers, chair of the
When he ge lS some free time ,
college's compute r and net- Fiction Writing Department,
Si nker said he will look at a past
working policies.
who reminded the council that
issue of Punk Planet· and re fl ect
"I hope that the college com- as an academic institution, the
on the wo rk that went into promunity becomes aware of the Co lumbia
community
is
ducing it. Si nker assured the
Computer and Network Usage a ll owed to have freedom of
audience lhat the ma gazine
Pol icies
and
Guidelines," expression, even if it's wrong.
wouldn't ex ist ifhe had to put it
Kostecka said.
" Peop le do have the right to
'
together o n hi s own.
TIle computscrew up ," Albers
"The only way you are goin g
er and network
"Freedom of expres- sa id .
to get there is to work ," Sinker
usage privacy
Officials recogsion is n ot absolute.
sa id . This is probably not the
policy states
ni zed the motions
There
is
a
dif
f
erence
kind of advice a room full of
as
that users of
affirmation
co llege students wanted to hear,
Co l umbia's between simple expres- that there is so me
and
responsible
sion
but the words came from a vetconcern beh ind
computers
expression. "
these po licies.
eran of a do-it-yourself mentalihave the right
"1 have had fac ty that has been success ful.
"to a reason-Steve Ka pelke,
Sinker explained that while
ulty and slaff
able expectaPunk Planet has been around
tion of priva- p r ovost a nd vice president within the co llege
of Academ ic Affai r s
since 1994, he was onl y ab le to
cy;' unless the
that told me thaI
Dan CiskeyfThe Chronicle
rely o n the ma gaz ine as his sole
user violates
e -mails are they believe the ir Abraham Velazquez, ju nior graphic design major, holds up an
local , state or federa l law.
being read," autographed copy of Jay Ryan's book '100 Posters 134 Squirrets.' job for lhe last five years.
. Steve Kapelke. provost and Kostecka said.
Nobody on the panel hesitated
Kostecka was unsure if the e- '---- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , to po int out that they each had to
vice president of Academic
work a long time through diffiAffairs, said that while privacy mai ls were personal or corre- co llegewide issues dealing with cussed in a c ivil form ."
Kostecka declined to co mcult periods to get where they
issues need to be addressed , he spondence throughout the col- academic freedom.
"There is a large r seri es of ment on the specifics of the inci are now.
also noted that Columbia has lege.
Within the last two weeks issues that needs to be invest i- dences the ad hoc committee is
"It sounds cheesy but it 's true .
responsibilities as an employer.
You' ve go t to believe in yourHe did not specify what those CCFO fo nned an ad hoc com- ga ted ," Kostecka sa id . "Those exa minin g, because he is not on
mittee to look into a strin g of issues can and need to be dis- the com mittee.
self," he sai d.
responsibilitie s are.
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Columbia extinguishes
smoking ban blunder
College closes
indoor smoking
areas to comply with
ordinance
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor

Michael JareckifThe Chronicle

John Cruickshank, publisher of the Chicago Sun-Times, answers audience questions at
HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Ave . on Jan . 31 .

Newspaper bigwig speaks to
community, Columbia students
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor
Columbia students and faculty
recent ly had the opportunity to
p:ck the brain of one the most powerful men in C hicago journalism.
John Cruickshank, publ isher o f
the Chicago Sun-Times, discussed the state of journalism in

front of a capacity crowd at
Hot House, 3 1 E. Balbo Ave. on
Jan. 3 1. C ruickshank discussed
many tOpiCS in journali sm ,
including investigati ve reporting,
local news coverage, day-Io-day
operations at the Sun-Times an d

hi s own professional ba6.ground.
"Luck has been the driving force
of my career," Cruickshank joked.
The event was held by the
Community Media Workshop, a
nonprofit
organization
that
otTers information and consulting for journalists and other
organi zations. T horn Clark, an
adjunct Colum b ia graduate professor and Commun it y Media
Workshop
president,
was
pleased with the event.
"We thQught it was great to get

Rush:
Congressman
stressed love,
mercy, justice
Continued FOIn Front Page
Once th e group reached the
Music Center, it was met by second
graders
from
Nort h
Kenwood C harter Sc hool, also
wait ing for Rush's speech.
Ball was surprised and glad
that the younger students ca me .
"So much of ou r history goes
ove rloo ked , so seei ng the
younger
generation
being
exposed to w hat we care about
[i s great] ," Ball sa id .
As members of Columbia's
Gospel C ho ir began to s ing, the
audience was soon standing,
s inging and clapping to "We Shall
Overcome. "
Rush spoke of the effort that was
put into the Civil Rights Movement
in the past, as well as how students
cr.n continue to push the movement

him because the Sun-Times covers Ch icago so well," Clark said .
One question posed by Clark
was the problem with low newspaper readership among young
ad ults. Both the Su n-Ti mes and
the Ch icago Tribune began their
own newspaper supplements targeted at younge r reade rs. The
Sun-Ti mes' Red Streak and the
Tribune 's Red Eye both focused
on sho rter stones, younge r
columnists and increased entertainment news. While the Red
Eye is still being publi shed, the
Red S'reak was discontinued.
"Fr'jm the sta rt , it did seem to
be doomed ," Cruickshank said.
Cruicks hank added that it is
very difficult to attract you ng
readers w ithout offending them,
since some would feel trivialized
by s horter stories. He said later in
an inte rview, that there is no easy
remedy for the problem.
"We don 't ha ve a solution,"
Cruic ks ha nk said. "But whatever
it is, the answer is not shorter
stories. "
Cruickshank was also as ked
about the perceived underreport-

forwa rd today.
" You ha ve the abi lity and the
authority to stand and move the
Civil Ri ght s Mo vement- the
human ri ghts movement- in a
way that 's never existed at any
point in time in the hi sto ry of the
world," Rush sa id.
Although Ru sh said he was
glad to see students had parti cipat ed in the march, he sai d
"t here is still too much work to
be done,"

"You have the ability and
the authority to stand and
move the Civil Rig hts
Movement ... ill a way
that 's lI ever existed at
any point ;', time. "
- Bobby l, Rush ,
Ulin ois Cong ress m an

Ru sh cont inued to say he
believes King 's me mory and legacy transcend his historic " I Have a
Dream" speech.
"I think that Dr. King had

ing on important social issues,
suc h as the Chicago Housi ng
Authority'S pl ans. He replied by
st rongly encouragi ng the public to
subm it story ideas to local media.
"There are so many stories that
need to be tol d," he said.
The secon d half of the event
featured questions from the audience that ranged from the eme rgence of blogging as a source of
information to the best way to
pitch a story to a newspaper.
One audicnce member even
asked why the Sun-T imes publis hes commentaries from Bi ll

To the disappointment of
many Columbia smokers, all
indoor smoking areas in campus
buildings have been declared
nonsmoking.
A city o rdin ance banning
indoor smoking in most publ ic
places, includin g sc ho ols. went
into effect Jan . 16. a week
befo re the sta rt of the sprin g
se meste r. For the first wee k of
the se mester. However, the
smoking lounge in the basement of the Alcxandroff
Campus
C enter,
600 S.
Michigan Ave., had remained
open to smoke rs.
"We looked into the matte r
a nd learned that this is what the
ordinance required us to do ,

that the ordinan ce required that
there was no smoking on campus. So that's what we did."
said Alicia Berg, vice president
of Campus Envi ronment
On Jan . 23, the fi rst day of the
se mester,
the
Alexandroff
Campus Center smoking area ,
or "fishbowl" as it is commonl y
called by students , remained
open.
Columbia officials dc(,'lincd
to comment, saying the y had to
speak wit h the ir legal team. A
C hi cago Department of Public
Hea lt h official, however, ins isted that there was no possibility
that s moking could be allowed
in a ny college building.
Col umbia also removed all
ashtrays and cani ste rs in fr ont
of camp us buildings and posted
s igns asking students to smoke
15 feel from any entrance.
Any pe rso n found s mokin g
less than 15 feet from an
entrance of any publi c bui lding
ca n be fined up to S 100 fo r the
firs t offense.

Ladd:

sex
appeal,"
Cruicks han k said.
The even! was, in general, well recei ved by the audience. Nancy
Da y, Columbia's Journalism
Department c hai r, was in attendance and was grateful suc h
events are available to stude nts
and faculty.
" What 's great about Columbia
for students is that someone like
that can come in and speak to
us," Day said. " It 's a great
opportunity."

Acco rding to Sc hroeder, Ladd
also wor ked with C hi cago's
Cultu ral Museum and DePaul
University'S School of Music
an d School of Theate r.
" li e ca red a bout the world he
was a part of," Schroeder said.
''I' m su re he ga ve as much
enthusiasm to all those organizations as he did to Columbia."
COJ1finued/i'mn Page 3
Alt hough she was unfamiliar
the "ins and outs" of Los wit h
h is
personal
life,
Angeles helped him creale close Sc hroede r did say it was obvilies
with
ous that he cared
Columbia alum n i.
deeply about his
'-(Ile
cared
about
While on the
sisters' children
th e wo rld he was {I by the many p icWest Coast Ladd
part of."
also esta b lis hed
tures he had in his
goals
for
the
o ffi ce.
- Sara h Sc hroe de r-,
departm ent
Ladd's mother
director- of A lumni
including inc reashe ld II service in
Relations a nd
ing alumni giving,
the C hi cago area
Stewa rd ship at
and asking potenon Jan . 28, Th ose
Co lumbia 's West
tial institutional
m
Lo s Angeles
Coast office
donors to s upport
pl a n to hold a
Columbia's
memorial gat he rSemeste r III Los Angeles ing in the West Coas t office on
Program .
Feb. 12 at 2 p.m.

more than just a dream ," Rush
said . " He had a vision, ... All o f
us co uld have a dream, but I'll
tell you, Y OLl ca n 't have a visio na vis ion has you."
T he eve nt concl ud ed wit h
another perfo rman ce by the
gospel choir and a praye r led by
Jason Ferguso n, coordin ator of
Student Health and Support.
Ball sa id that it was important
for the Black St udent Union 10
put on this event, as well as oth·
ers throughout Fe bruary, to help
increase the Union's popularity.
"We've worked so hard to keep
the Black Student Union afloat ,"
Ba ll sai d, adding that she felt it
was important for the group 10 be
a force in the community.
Afte r the eve nt concl ud ed,
Rush said s tudents need to keep
the move ment moving .
" Black Hi story Month should
be lI sed as an opport un ity to revi tali ze ourselves," Rus h sai d. "To
remember the cont ributio n that
those have gone on an d made,
but also to recommit to try and
deve lop a world where justice,
mercy and lo ve will prevail. "

Bobby L. Rush speaks to students streSSing that students ca n
move the Civil Rights Movement even further.

O' Reilly.
" He
has

West Coast
director involved
in many lives

i
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Merger:
Lerman blames
department fusion
on jealousy
Continued from FrOI/l Page
Zafra Lerman. head of the
Science Institute. said she is angry
with the college for coming to th is
decision.
''I'm in a slate of shock the students are in a state of shock and
the faculty and s:aff are in a state
of shock:' Lerman said.
Lernlan said she feels the merger was a personal attack on her by
the administration.
CoUege officials, she said. discri minated against her as a
woman. an I.mieli and a Jew.
Also. because she brings in
considerable funds and has
received nalional recognition for
her teaching methods, she
believes others at Columbia are
jealous.
"Jealousy is a very big thing in
academics." she said. "The idea to
destroy [the Science Ins.itulej has
nothing to do with improving edu-

cation or saving money,"
Science Institute faculty member Keith Kostecka said he is
" depressed and dismayed that this
occum:d," and he doesn't believe
facuJty members had enough
1977 - President
Mike Alexandroff hires
Lerman to create
Science and Math
Department.

input on the issue.
Hr: .;aid a matter that would
affect such a large number of students and curriculum should have
been brought before the Coll ege
Council, but at its Feb. 3 meeting,
the topic was not addressed .
Also, Kostecka said, '" do not
feel this is a sufficient amount of
time to address issues of curriculum."
BeCAuse some faculty will
assume roles both as teachers in
the
new
department
and
researchers in the Sc ience
In stitute , Kostecka said he
believes they will have a hard
time deciding which entity to
devote time and effort. Kostecka
said he faced this dilemma in

"Jealousy is a very big
thing in academics. The
idea to destroy !the
Science Institute! has
nothing to do with
improving education or
saving money. "
-Zafra Lerman,
head of the Science Institute
1991 when the original Science
and Math Department split.
" I don't think this will have a
positive effect on outreac h,"
Kostecka said. " If faculty have
dual responsibilities , where does
the priorily fall?"
Lennan founded the Science

1991 - Original
Science and Math
Department splits.
creating the Science
InstilUte.

and Math Department in 1977
when then-Columbi a president
Mike AlexandrofTrecruited her to
develop the school's first science
curriculum . In 1991 , the department split into two entities: the
Science and Math Department
and the Science Institute, which
Lerman headed.
The split stemmed from a
rumor that Lerman ordered a strip
search of a Science and Math fa culty
member
at
O' Hare
International Airport, Lerman
said. As a result, she said, some
members of the Science and Math
Department no longer wanted to
work under her. Science departments at other universities sought
to disassociate with Lerman's
department. The National Science
Fo undation
had
given
to
Columbia to establish the department. and wanted it back after the
alleged incident.
The Science Institute under
Lennan 's leadership became a
vehicle for new faculty to conduct
research and work to solve human
rights issues in various parts o f
the world, including the Middle
East.
With the recent amalgamation,
though, Lerman said she is uncertain of her future at Columbia.
" Maybe the time comes to go
somewhe re else," she ·said.
However, she has not yet made a
decision. " Meanwhile ; r"fMlve to
fight for my people:"

2001 - Pangratios
Papacosta and Ann
Hanson win defamation lawsuit against
Zafra Lerman and
Keilh Kostecka.

Zafra Lerman. head of the Science Institute. is upset at its
merger with the Science and Math Depar1ment.

December 2005 Part-time' employee
Mark Phillips is fired
from the Science
Institute as one of the
minds behind the
::
Wacky Warrick
website.

Tlrneline of Co lumbia's

s.

Fall 2006 - Science
and Math Depar1ment
to gain control over all
courses. Science
InstiMe limited to
research. outreach
and advocacy.

abash
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As legend goes,
Laura was driving
one afternoon and
someone cut her off.
In stead of getting

angry and honking at
them, she thought it
would be ni ce to
have a button to press
that would make
everything
better.
Perhaps, she thought ,
that this
button
would be located on
the dashboard and
would be called the
"w hat ever button."
But as fate would
have it, the concept
of the button would
grow into a monster
that would transcend
the realm of the auto~
mobil e and ru le all of
our lives.
When
informed
about the button , I began usi ng it
whi le driving. Wheneve r an elderly
person o r overweight perso n or eld~
erl y, overweight person crossed an
intersection, I would press the but~
ton in hopes he or s he wouldn't d ie
horribly in front of my vehi cle and
cause furth er delays. The button
worked like a charm and the person
never di ed.
But I asked myself, " Why should
the button only be used while driving?" It's not like the button was
actually built into the car. It had
some flexibility considering that it

My United
States of
Whatever
When life gives me a swi ft kick to
the crotch, I press the "whatever"
button. My only fear, though , is that
I've been pressing it too much and
might have broken it.
Th e "w hateve r button" is an
imaginary device my friend Laura
invented one day while she was
driving. She's not the best of dri v·
ers but she sees it the other way
around; everyone else is bad and
s he 's the model driver. I' m fine
with that as long as she doesn', kill
us both by plowing into a bus full
of blind, pregnant nuns.

problems and trying
to make one another
happy only fo r it 10
end eventually, in
one way or the other.
It 's funn y, bu t
when it comes to
death, my n o n ~reac~
tion isn't taken so
badl y by others. My
family just thinks I
hand le deat h in my
own way. When it
comes to relation~
s hip s, though, it
does n't go over so
well.
As I've preached
abo ut dozens of
times be for e, r e la~
tionsh ips (es pecially
among twentysome~
things)
end- and
that's just the way it is. But gener~
ally, there is so me sort o f recovery
period-so me point in time when
people are supposed to s it and
reflect on their loss, remember bet~
ter times and weep alone in thei r
rooms
while
watching
The
No tebook. That's heartb reak, right?
What then, if you don't sit arou nd
and wallow? What if sucking it up
and moving on is just what you do
and what you've always done?
In a recent column, I mentioned
that my friend Ali son and her long ~
term boyfriend Jay broke up. She
was scheduled to head to Mexico for
work, but apparently her "mourn ing
period" isn't allowing for so me time
in the sun. For the past few weeks,

This one's
for Zoe
When it came time to w rite my
colu mn this week, I wasn 't really in
the mood. This is somet hing that
never really happens to me, co n sid~
eri ng having this space is pretty
much the highlight o f each week .
Bur last week my cat, Zoe died, and
anyone who knows me knows that I
am a self~professed crazy cat ~lady
till the bitter end.
1he whole thing obviously didn't
get me thinking about sex, but got
me think ing about loss and how I
react to it- J don't.
From breakups to deat h, humans
by nature are constant ly transit i on~
ing. We spend all th is time bui lding
relat ionships with peopl e, fixing

Love us or hate

wasn't a rea l button. So I started
using it in other areas of my life.
I pressed the button while in line at
the video rental store as the person in
front of me st ruggled to decide
whether to rent Weekend at Bernie:v
2 or Troop Beverly Hiffs. J pressed
the button at school when a broad~
cast journalism major told me she
wanted to be the next Oprah. I also
pressed the button when a guy came
on to me at a bar and entangled me in
a pink, feather boa.
The button became useful in so
many situat ions that I couldn 't stop
using it. I was addicted to it, and I co n ~
stantly pressed it wherever I wenl.
Any slight irritation set it off. I didn 't
mind it until J realized that J was l et~
ting things slide. When I lent people
books of mine, and they never
returned them, I would press the button and forget about il. I wouldn.' t get
angry enough to politely call the per~
son and ask for my books back.
In fa ct, I wouldn 't get angry at
a iL The button was a safeguard
against anger, and I as ked myse lf,
"S houldn 't I be ang ry?" Anger is
one of the funniest emotions human
beings have. We s houldn 't be afraid
of ange r because without it, what
would have happened when it was
discovered that there we re no
weapons of ma ss destr uction in
Iraq? Or w hen the Downing Street
Memo was discovered? Or when
President Bush's illegally author~
ized wiretaps were exposed?
Nothing wo ul d ha ve happened.
Not hing woul d have chan ged at all.

Aliso n has been cooped up in her
apartment, cry ing, desperately calJ~
in g Jay and re fusing human contact
of any kind. She has shut down.
Sure, she's sad. And it's under~
standable. Love is not logical, and
heartbreak does n' t generally leave
much room for common sense, but
it seems a bit d ramatic to stop and
s tart your life based on losses that
are bound to come in one fo rm or
another.
While ex~boyfriends call me a
heinous bitch for my abi li ty to "discard them as if the relationship wa s
meaningless," it's not really so cut~
and~dry. When it comes to breakups ,
I' m generally so prepared 10 lose the
person, I have an easier time moving
on and continuing wi th my everyday
life. Because-sorry Alison- I don't
have time to wallow.
For as long as I can remember, my
mom has told me two things: " When
I die, don't you dare stop your life.
Get drunk and have a party," and .. ,
wi ll not watch my daughter throw up
her arms and give up o n life over
some relationship."
A nd she's right. Maybe you got
dumped or dumped someone, maybe
onc of your friends moved away,
maybe the kitten YOll loved more
than yOll could love any man d ied.
These situations are awful , but
they' re part of life. The best thing to
do is to cope wit h it in your own way
and avoid shutting down entirely.
I promise not to be sllch a downer
next week. Thanks for the therapy.
Lord knows I need it.

US ...

We'd love to hear from you. How to contact The Word:

Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8971

Ratings Guide
So, is that movie
worth watChing?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts in
each review and
use this handy
chart to find out.

For Columbia students livi ng under an apolitical rock, President Bush gave hi s State of the
Un ion Address Jan. 31 and apparently. America
isn't in the best shape. But the prez is going to
change all that. While Bush 's speech was semidisappointing in the sense that he didn't make
up any new words or stumble over vocabulary
any more than usual (we hear his li teracy les~
sons are improving every day), he did manage
to come across as a salesman with a good,
albeit ridiculous, pitch on how he can help
make ou r nation tops.
First off, the presi dent thinks we have an "oil
addiction problem. " Mr. "1 heart oil rigs" thinks
that Americans need to "wean off' their
dependency on oil, and h is plan is to make up
for any Earth damage (breaking into Alaska's
natural resources ring a bell?) that has taken
place throughout his presidency and put money
toward research for more efficient alternative
energy uses. H e also wants to cut down the use
of Middle Eastern oil by a huge 75 percent.
Whoopee! T hat's a great goal to set for the
country.
Oh, but wait. It definitely isn't as good as you
would think. According to an article by the
Chicago Tribune published Feb. I, the United
States only gets about 20 percent of its oil from
the Midd le East; the rest of it comes from other
countries, many in Africa.
Then there's his great plan to train 30,000 math
and science professionals to teach and help struggling students across the nation because our
school systems could use a litt le work. So Bush
wants to pay for professionals to become teach~
ers, just so they can replace the teachers we
recen tly laid off. Money well spent.
Dubya's smooth talking may give the impres~
sion of a promising future, but really he needs
to wipe that ridiculous g rin off h is face and stop
being a jackass.
- T Breyne
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Download it
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Cyryl
Jakubowski

Aristocrats DVD: Because it 's
just so filthy. funny and filled with
the type of raunchy elegance that
causes the hairs on the back of my

head to stand up with glee. Who

Ray Davies: Not only was he a part
of the under-appreciated pop group
The Kinks, but he wrote "Lola," the
best song about a transvestite I've
ever heard.

Bul lshit reading ass ignments:
Reading textbooks or handouts
about how to write is annoying. As
a co-worker said, " I refuse to buy
any textbooks about how to write."

Lazy Su ndays: I am the queen of
lazy, and my couch is my throne. 1
sit upon it all day long and let my
jester ("Gilmore Girls" DVDs)
entertain me for hours on end.
Making up stories about my "royalty" makes me feel better about doing
nothing productive with my life.

Wasting time: I really miss sitting
around in my underwear all day
playing video games or watching
entire seasons 0["24" in one s itting. Thanks a 101, school.

would have thought that Bob

Saget-a man with such a wholesome image---could top most of
the comedians on the list?
Being able to smoke in bars:
Fifteen feet away from doorways,

huh? Screw that-the local dive
bar still turns that frown upside
down when I light up.

Marlboro cigarettes: Sometimes
the song "Killing Me Softly" by
the Fugees only goes so far. Count
'em: Twenty little cancer soldiers
all ready to fall down on the battlefield. The Marlboro Man threatened by Brokeback Mountain?
Dude, the Marlboro Man is dead;
cancer is still winning.

Wild Thrkey 101 Bourbon : Still
drinking it down in the memory of
Hunter S. Thompson , the man who
was too weird too live and too rare
to die.
,j

'".'

r

The Chicago Bulls: Because
watching the games is like a five·
second orgasm followed by 47
minutes of feverish scream ing
about nobody scoring e:1ough in
the fourth quarter.

Pay Day: The best day ever, and
quite possibly one of my favorite
holidays. It's like magic, really.
SAC Awa rds: Watching celebrities
stand on a stage, thanking other
celebrities for their support and saying what a great community they
share as celebrities is just too much
fun. Plus they reaffinned my theory
that Heath Ledger is on crack after
he started laughing when he introduced the only movie he's ever gotten serious praise for.
Weird eating habit confessions:
Nothing's bener than knowing that a
strange habit, li ke, say, eating shredded cheese-out of the bag- is
matched up w ith another person's
love of plain condiments. That
. ! shredded ('.heese thing is made up,

T he hum a nzee: I watched a
Discovery Channel show on Oliver
the Humanzee in my Evolution in
Humans class. A humanzee is a
hybrid of a human and a chimpanzee. While Oliver proved to be
a chimpanzee and not a hybrid , he
did look like a cross belween
Bigfoot and Donald Rumsfeld.
Horses: A hunch of losers in
Houston passed an ordinance banning people from riding their horses on the streets because the horses
"trample" on lawns and cause
"expensive" landscaping repairs. I
press the "whatever" button on this
one. I'm glad wiene rs in Texas are
more concerned about their lawns
then they are about SUVs polluting
the ai r. Stick it to them , horses!
C ivil \Var reenact ments: I know
what I' m doing for spring break!

by the way. Maybe.

For me, the power o f photography lies in its abil ity to stop time and make an otherwise ordinary moment unique in its own
point of relativity. I don 't know the m a~ reading the class ified section of the Reader. He looked rat her interesting, though ,
sitting there in his own· little world as the train dropped off and pi cked up commu ters at Add ison on the Brown Line. From n
distance ofabou! 15 feet, I raised m y camera to my eye and shot off three frames (t he last of which you see here) just as the
woman walked through my frame, creating a serendipitous moment where two worlds are seemingl y about to collide .

- Eric Davis
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DorIs compelition oims for populorily
Professional players get a chance to win big in ESPN's World Series of Darts
By Beth Palmer/Contributing Writer

FootbaIl has the Super Bowl,
hockey has the Stanely Cup and
darts now has the World Series of
Darts.
Fulfilling their commitment to
"spreading professional darts
worldwide." the Professional
Darts Corporation, in partnership
ESPN
Original
with
Entertainment and Embassy Row
Productions, organized the World
Series of Darts to air on ESPN this
July.
Jim Askham, treasurer of Windy
City Darters, will coordinate the
Chicago-area qualifying eve nt
taking place March 5 at the Purple
Hotel in Lincolnwood, Ill. For
Askham, darts is a close-knit
social tradition .
The World Series of Darts
promises S 1 million to an
American champion, or S 100,000
to an international champion. The
5900,000 difference is explained
,y Ken A. Potts. ESPN and ABC
Sports Associate CommunIcations Manager. as "an extra
Incentive, to 'up the ante ... ,
According to Pons, ESPN
:!nvisions the World Series of
Darts as a means for American
janers to "truly break onto the
world-class level of darts compe{ition."
"In Britain, darts rates higher
{han any other spon besides soc;cr," said Embassy Row presijent Michael Davies. "[Darts]
/las started deliveri ng huge ratIngs as it's started to travel

SnVE

Matt Vaughn (left) tests his skills at Thatch Pub, 5707 N. Milwaukee Ave.
the score.

around Europe and Asia."
The series will supply entenainment courtesy of what Davies
calls "compelling storylines. larger-than-life characters {and the 1
hypnotic" nature of tele vised
darts . Chicago's Windy City
Darters office manager. Linda
Scott, expects \'i{"wers will also
see that dans IS a "gentlemen's
sport."
"Win or lose. e\'c.~ryone IS gracious about it:' Scott said. "As
they say. ' Darts always begins and
ends with a handshake.'"
Embassy Row shook hands with
the POC and ESPN to support the
"significant undercurrenl of dans
players [being) underserved by
1V:' Davies said. All U.S. citi1.ens
18 yratS or older have an equal
opport.mity to compete for the S I

million at the May 20 World
Series of Darts in Uncasville,
Conn. The 12 regional qualifying
events. which are free. begin Feb.
4 in Virginia Beach. Va . The
events are open to anyone.
The series and qualifying events
wiJl be played "SOl" style. Darters
will begin with 50 I pomts, reducing their score to zero as quickly
as po!'sible.
For a few players. though. darts
IS a li \'lOg . Se mi-profess ional
darters tra\"t~ 1 for months on tournament circulls, and the lOp darter
in the world made S2 million last
year.
" Right now. there are 110 North
American champions except a
Canadian. [John 'Darth Maple'
Part]," Askham said. 41te Pt;>C is
..
trying to change that."

is

Fluctuating with bar patronage, Veljic, 29, is considering competthe Ch icago dart scene is fragile, ing in Virginia Beach, Chicago
Askham exp lained. The Series and, if necessary, another city.
aims to ignite the scene, to rally Veljic, ranked 16th in America,
and recruit American talent. The predicts skilled darters who have
whole point of the series, Askham retired will reappear for the S I
said. is to establish "an [interna- million at stake.
"There is a lot of phenomenal
tional1 rivalry on a more equal
footing."
talent that just don't usually travThis spring. the 12 regional el," Veljic said.
champions plus four others. who
A darter of eight years, Veljic
will qualify via Friday Night competes internationally and in
Madness on May 19. will face the Windy City Daners league. Veljic
top 16 international champions in lacks the support necessary to ele' 111C World Series of Dans the folvate his career and ranking.
lowing day. Competition in
"What's hurting darts ' [in
"Friday Night Madness" requires America1 is lack of sponsorship."
online pre-registration and a $40 Veljic believes the series will publicize darts and attract corpofite '>':
entry fee.
The POC allows Americans to sponsors. He thinks it's "fantastic
compete in three events of the 13 that
~ij! ',," <,'
qualifying ~vents:I"Chicagoait lsen ' happeril~g. ~.'
M
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'Iroqlile Dysfunction' rises to occosion
Second City revue takes on terrorism, racism and slow cable repair

"S

By Sam Libretti/Associate Editor
choolhouse Rock" has
never sounded so po litically plu gged- in . Or

vulgar.
Second City, Chicago's landmark improv comedy theater. has
put together a finely-tun ed politica l and social satire with its lates t
revue, " lraqtile Dysfunction."
The irreverent two-hour show,
which has been running since
Dec. 22, is directed by Ron West ,
who has worked with the company s in ce 1984. It bounces
between musica l and the more
traditi onal Second C it y-s tyle
s ketch sampling,
satiri zing
everything from Corneast to the

manliness of Condoleezza Rice.
One memorable sketch has the
ensemble cast break into a

Schoolhouse Rock-style song and
dance that dismisses Israel and
Pa lestine's Geneva Accords as
"bullshit," and accuses any gibberish-speaking non-American of
being a terrorist.
The cast is led by Matthew
C raig, wh o delivers energet ic
an d genuinely funn y turns as
George W. Bush, a right-wing
Christian preacher and a young
cand idate for the priesthood who
mu s t undergo some off-co lo r
tests to prove his heterosexuality.
Craig's height and build lend

them se lves well to the Second
C ity s tage, w here bein g loud and
obnoxious is prett y much a
necessity.
Another highlight is a PTA
meet;.IlJ w here a ne w mom is
introduced- a nice lady named
Valerie who, as s he polite ly
explains, was a CIA operative
until her cover was blown by a
government official upset wi th
her husba nd 's crit icism o f the
Bus h admini st rat ion. Molly
Erdman 's cherubic face contrast s
ni cely with Va lerie's outburst of
rage when plans fo r the school's
carn ival go awry.
The show is heavy on sat ire
from a left-w ing perspect ive, so
audiences who enjoy a · good
Bush-bas hin g or paro dy of
American treatment of foreigners, minorities and basica ll y anyone who may be different will
enjoy " Iraqtile Dysfunctio n."
Antoine McKay, w ho has
appeared o n FOX's " Priso n
Break," and Claudia M ichelle
Wallace, a fonne r Co lumbia student who has appeared in TV 's
" ER" and " What About Joan,"
team up to portray what they
d esc ribe as " mys ti ca l black
folk," th ose Afri can-Ameri ca n
movie characters who appear at
j ust the ri ght moment to help the

film 's w hite stars make tough
dec isions. The sketch is less a
cheap racial-joke and more an
intelligent social commentary.
Brian Gallivan, w ho co-wrote
Second C ity's previous revue
"Red Scare," provides the lanky
counterpart to Crai g's boisterous
presen ce, and the two work well
together, pafli cu larl y w hen they
duet on a fo lk song lamenting the
plight of rich wh ite guys. Even
w hen Galli van's voice cracked
on some of the h igh notes, the
audience responded we ll to hi s
deft recovery.
W hil e the s how is ca ll ed
" Iraqtile Dysfun ction," it isn' t so
heavy o n jokes about the situation in the Middle East tha i it
waters down the whole set.
Everyone in the audience ca n
apprec iate whe n the Comcast
cable guy anno unces that he' ll be
back in the spring.
The revue provi des so me
politi ca l balance by sticking it to
left-wingers in a sket ch th at
s howcases an innovat ive new
fuel alternative: a car that runs
on liberal bull shit.
The s how also wisely includes
a ta ste of the classic imp rov
comedy practice of including the
aud ience in the s how when
Ga lli van , portra ying a foreig n

The cast of 'Iraq tile Dysfunction,' Second City's latest revue, does a
song and dance with ·George W. Bush· (Matthew Craig) providing

the falsettos.
bag checker at an airpofl , questions a g irl in the front row about
he r caree r choices, her parents
and her firs t crush. In the next
sketc h, the cast does a hilari ous
job of act in g out a day in her life .
The portion of the show after
intenn ission lost some steam and
some of th e later ske tc hes
dra gged on too long, which took
away from the quick , hard-hi tting comedy that was so well
done in the first half.
Desp ite a few shoflcom ings,

" Iraqtil e Dysfunction" is a wellwritten and politically sharp
revue that any American citizen
wou ld be quick t(' appreciate.

'Iraqtile Dysfunction'
Second City
1610 N. Wells St.

Help create a fami ly.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS
$5,000 cornpensatlon to he<.)!t hy women between the ages of
7.0-29 to be anonymous egg donors. DonOlS will t

take m edicat ion and undergo a minor surgical pro-

Seriou> inquiries only.
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES

Minirn urn c.ompen s~~tio n $20,000. Healthy women between t
ages of 21-35 who have giV('n bath to at least one child.

Apple Store at Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway

(312)-344-8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
applestore@colum.edu
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Musicol Crutch
Magazine publisher puts together life experiences,
positive attitude to create success
By Brian Sarna/Staff Writer

Baseba ll was Chad Cheatham 's
11ft' for 14 years. He was on his
way to play for the Uni versity of
Kansas and then he was going pro.
But a patch of ice on the way
home from a party ended thai
drea m his senior year c.f high
schoo l in Carol Stream, when a
car accident len him unable to
walk without a crutch.
" It 's gone like that ," Cheatham
sa id . "So what do you do nex t?"
For Cheatham , the answer was
to pursue writing, even though he
passed just one Eng li sh class in
high school. Now at the age of
29. Cheat ham runs a loca l free
rock ' n ' roll magazine ca lled The
Crutch. His bro ther suggested the
name beC3use of its personal
meaning and the symboli c
"info nnati on crutc h fo r music ."
C heatham celebrated the magaz in e's third anniversary Jan. 28
at the Double Door with a bill of
bands he thinks are not only
goo d , but go a long with the
eSSCilCe of the magazi ne. Putting
wgether the show was a lot of
work for C heatham thol!gh.
,. , Ihought about crashing [the
magnine] la s~ year around this
[ilT:~ because: it is so much to do,"

Cheatham said. " It takes up a lot
of time to not get paid for it."
Cheatham instead decided not
to trash his success and stuck
with the production. The only
way ii·. read the magazine for the
past ~j ... months has been on The
Crutc h website due to a lack of
fund s to print and revamp a hardcopy version. He was encouraged by the website's success
after it reached a peak of 3 million h its in one momh last year.
He sa id he wants the magazine
to reach a po int where he can
help writers pay their bill s.
Getting to that point invo lves
fir s t going nati o na l and then
being able to mak e a profit.
The maga zi ne sta rted three
years ago in Raleigh, N.C.,
where Cheatham had moved with
his girl friend and noticed that
there was " no thing to learn about
the music I li stened to ."
Brian Howe, currently an editor for Pitchfork Media, a website dedicated to mUSIC news and
review s, joined the magazine
soon after its incepti o n and
described it as a "few pieces o f
paper s tapled ."
By the end of the year, Ho we

said , the magazine was printed
and accompanied by a fully integra ted website. Then Cheatham
moved the magazine back to
Chicago, not only because he
grew up in the area, but because
th e city offers a wide va riety o f
musical divers ity that the ma gazine spec ializes in.
Sa rah Myers, a writer fo r the
magazine , sa id The Crutch is
trendselting by covering bands in
a "positive" WrIllllg sty le
Cheatham accomplishes thi s positive style by havin g the wrilers
cover bands they like , espec ially
ones that are struggli ng. He said
it doesn't mean the maga zine is
not objective, and it doesn'l do
any fav ors for bands.
"[There is] no point in tearin g
them down because you're not
tearin g
down
anything,"
Cheatham said. " Wou ld yo u te ll
your friends abo ut all the bands
you go and see or all the band s
you don 't wanna go and see? No,
you're gonna tell them about the
bands you're exc ited about."
To find Ollt more about The
Crutch, \'isit wwwthecrlltch,nel.

CHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
~~-'"' t>J.)..... """')~Y~
• AcademiC Excellence Award (Deadll:,e: March 1, 2006)
Albert Weisman 51. ",olarship ( Dead ~i: re: January 17, 2006)
Alumni Scholarship (Deadl ine: Apri l 14, 2006)
Bob Enrietto Scho; c!sh ip/Semester in l.A. (Deadline: March 15, 2006)

'ri ~ COLUM.EDU / SCHO LARSHIPS

Hermann Conaway Schotarship (Deadtine: March 1. 2006)
Hi llary Kat lsh Scholarship (Deadline : Apnl 3, 2006)
Deadline' April 14. 2006)
John Murbach SCholarship/Deslgner.i n·Resl d ence (
.
President's Club Scholarsh ip (Deadline: April 30. 2006)
Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2006)

David Rubir, Scholarship (Deadtine: March 15. 2006)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 2006)

\)e-y(A.~ S<.h..l-- )h,;" s
ART & DESIGN
• pougiahs Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2006)
• Prec ious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spnng 2006)

ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT
The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: APrl~ 28. 2006)
Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: spring 2006 )
The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: December 16. 2005 )

JOURNALISM
• John Fischett i Scholarship (De adline: March 10, 2006 )
Irv Kupcinet Med ia Arts ScholarshIp (Dead lme: Mar ch 1. 2006 )

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadlme: Mar ch 1 7. 2006 )

MUSIC
MU SIC Department Scholarship (Deadline: February 15. 2006)

ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHO TOGRAPHY

• M ichael Fryzlewicz SchOlarship {Deadline: June 1, 2006}

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 2006 )

DANCE

RADIO

• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: M<HCh 31. 2006)

• Irv KupClnet Media Arts Scholarship (March 1 . 2006 )

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVISION

• Joan and Irving Harri s Scholarship (Deadline: Apnl 14, 2006)

FICTION WRITING

AI Lira Scholarship (Deadline : March 1. 2006)
Thame Lyman Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006 )
Irv Kupclnet Med ia Arts Scholarshi p (Deadlme : March 1. 2006 )

John Schultz and Betty SI)jflett Story Workshop Scholarsh ip
(Deadline: Spring 2006)
Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2006)

THEATER

Betty Garrett Mu sical Theater Scholarship Fund (Deadline :

~nl 14 ,

DaVid Talbot Cox ScholarShip Fund (Deadline: Apr il 14. 200 )
Freshman Achievement Award (Deadline: Apn l 14. 2006)

2006)
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C
mud wrestlers founded by Meg Bell, have taken
their boredom with the usual nighttime ro utine
and turned it into a stimulating event li lled ,,,ilh

outl'Uld ishly dirty fun for the benelit of, more
often

•

into their
and trying
they can't
get upstairs. polite but
stem and seemingly drained
man stands in front of the
door explaining there are
too many people inside
already. He apologizes, but
he can't let anyone in-he
may even call the cops if
people don't leave. A drunken man holding a can of
beer and requesting his $5
back groans and harasses
him while more people gather round in confusion.
It's a Saturday night , and the chaos outside the Belmont Central Building, 5(;00 W .

wrestling" usually conjure images

Belmont A ve., is no match for what's going on

stage awaiting the ultimate no-holds-harred
combinatio n o f music and hrawn no t often

found in Chicago's nightlife: mud wrestling.
vVarnen in ridiculous costumes with show

n;unes like the Truck Stop Commander, EI
Bat'io, J ackie D anie ls and the Folsom Prison

Man Handler march out

10

the spotlight, sU'ip

to the ir wrestling suits and b'Tappie the ir way

Gra phic s By Joshua Covarrubias

not, drunken onlookers.

"I came up witJl the idea with some
friends of mine, bas ica lly 'cause we were sick of
do ing tlle sam e things in tlle city-just go to a
show, go to a concert, go to the bar," Be ll said.
"We needed something- a little bit more inte resting, and I cOllIe from a theater uac4'1'ound
and it's very perfo rmance-oriented what we do."

upstairs. Guys and girls are bustling aro und a

Story by Tiffany Breyne

Ul aJl

thro ugh a match witll slippelY teet and mudd yhands.
The Mud Queens, a group of female

T he Mud Queens started out in a
friend's loft about two years ago, initially as a
low-key way to get togemer for the sake of having a good time; Bell never expected tl,is outburst of enthusiasm and support could come
from such a basic idea.
But the popularity of the Mud Queens'
last perfo rmance proves mat their shows have
piqued interest. Chafen and Hood, two of tl,e
many left outside the sold-out eventJan. 28,
were mere wim a friend to see one of the
night's bands, The Functional B1ackouLs.
Neither had seen the Mud Queens before.
"W e we re interes ted to see it," Chafen
said . "1 expected it to be mayhem-messy mayhe m, "

According to Bell, "messy mayhem" is
exactly what tl,e Mud Queens are all about.
Since the first show, tlle wrestlers have taken
each match as part compe titi o n, part theatrical

performance. Though the words "mud

or tras hy

naked girls tly ing to look sexy in a pit of mud
lo r a bunch of b~-easy, d runk tee nage boys, me
Mud Queens say they their performances are
all abo ut wo men's e mpowerment.
The show is run by women, has mostly
female pe ri<xmers is made to ente rtain the animalistic power women do n't o ften display in
tlle ir daily li ves. Besides that, it is raising mo ney
lor the Young vVo me n's Empowerment Pn~j ect
in Chicago, an organi zati o n thal provides suppo rt ;llld hel p fo r young women in volved in tlle

sex ITade industTY. The Mud Queens appreciate
the fact tllat they can dress up in costumes and

have Ilm ,,"th tl,eir Ji'iends fo r a good cause

~,

without getting paid-all of the money made
the mud fly every which way-the audience,
first goes toward the expenses for the show,
band and entire venue is covered in sludge.
which Bell said can get up to $1200. The rest
Kozak got involved with the Mud
goes to ·the Young Women's Empowerment
Queens after seeing the fIrs,t show Bell put on
Project
and felt the need to get in the pit herself.
Though some might disagree that mud Kozak, like most of the other women, had no
~estling can empower women, Bell said it's
previous wrestling experience, but that didn't
really up to the individual.
stop her from joining the Mud Queens.
•A lot of people are like, 'That is so
She said she was nervous her first time
objectifyllig'wome'n,' a;,d' I'~ like," No, it's
but loved the chaotic experience 'and would do
not,'" Bell said. "I'm a chick; I run it All the
it every week if she could. From the begirming
she went into full mud wrestler mode with her
girls that are 'Involved want to be involved and
they're all about celebrating their womanhood
stage name and costume. As El Bano, Kozak
';'d getting dirtY-and having fun. I think the
struts out to the wrestling pit in a cape made
whole point about objectifying women really
with a toilet seat and a towel.
"I wanted to be a Mexican wrestler,
comes froni the woman's point of view and
and I thought it would be fuMY to be EI
how they feel about their sexuality."
As for the show itself, the basics are
Bano," Kozak said. "But as soon as you get in
easy: Stay in the pit, have fun and make it a
the mud, you start going around, and your ears
speflaCkfor the audience. Aside from the
and your eyes and your nose are all filled with
verY first show, the night always starts off with
mud. And you can't really see or hear anything, so you're really concentrating on trying
some musk from the Billy Carter Band, a
dirtY rock 'n' roll group that introduces the
to pin the other girl."
wre~tlers as they appear on stage for matches.
For some newer wrestlers, the transiIn a match, two girls wrestle for three rounds
tion to becoming a Mud Queen is easy.
and the wiMer is decided either by the referee Cynthia Castiglione, the Truck Stop
or audience cheering. Every once in awhile, a
Commander, got involved with mud wrestling
~lipg fourth round is demanded if there
through mutual friends and as a theater curaisn'f an obvious wiMer.
tor for the Around the Coyote Arts Festival.
Music continues throughout the night,
Castiglione signed the Mud Queens up for a
durjng and in between matches. This past
street performance during the fall festival and
show the bands Functional Blackouts and
had actually wanted to wrestle for a while.
Gays in the Military participated in the action.
She finally got her chance this past
Ben said music is essential to the Mud Queens show, taking the stage dressed up in fishnets, a
shows, especially with Biny Carter Band mem- slinky black dress with metal pinup girls sewn
her Forrest Hill emceeing the show. Hill sees
on and a faux mink hat
dIis as a chance to make the show that much
"I'm an actress, so I have a flair for
more ,exciting for the diverse crowd.
the dramatic, I would say," Castiglione said.
"You have anything from your thugging "I trusted the person I was with, knew I was
ijdS to punk-rock kids to ~ppies," Forrest
gonna have lots of fun. (There was] not one
Iiid. "They all seem to be very comfortable in person left who wasn't covered in mud.
".environment with girls wrestling in mud.
During my match I spit on the crowd. 'You're
!fog.ttY to do whatever you can, but I'm more just trying to get it off your body, so you're
, 1Iefeto make the crowd feel bad about watch=- - shaking it on the audience; you're spitting it
'" that]," he joked.
, on the audience-it just went everywhere. It
Mud Queens veteran and enthusiast
was amazing."
lim Kozak said that by the-end of the night
Bell agreed; before the show she
Ifhen the wrestlers "throw in the towel" and let stressed the importance of costume and char-

acter development in creating atmosphere. She
feels that the girls really exemplify everything
the Mud Queens have come to stand for. She
said its unfortunate more people weren't able
to get into the last show-interested Chicagoans
and numerous members of the press, including NPR, weren't able to attend the show due
to space constrictions and safety reasons.

Mud Queens shows typically take place
every couple months because of limited venue
options and prep time for the shows. Bell is
already looking for a new venue for t:\le next
show, preferably a place that will keep the
underground vibe of the original perforinance ,
in the loft while allowing more space for the
audience. All of the participants and fans of ,
the Mud Queens look forward to the next
show and expect it to be just as much of a
spectacle with the flair that Bell said makes the
shows so great
"Everyone loves a little exhibitionism;
I'm all about it," Bell said. "Some of us are
exhibitionists, and we like that We just want
to get dirty and look tough."

The Mud Queens hope to get dirty and tough
sometime in the spring. Until then find more
information about them at
www.mudqueens.com.

/
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Befler living through circuitry
'Technophobia' warns of bleak future through science fiction
By Hunter Clauss/A&E Editor
Anyone seriously interested in
downloading his or her brain into
a computer and become immortal
through some virtual-reality world
should read Daniel Dinello's
Technophobia : Science Fiction
Visions of Posthuman Technology.
The premise for Dinello's novel
is how works of science ficti on
and scientist view certain 2 151
century technologies such as nanotechnology, cloning, robotics,
artificial intelligence and other
seemi ngly
futuri stic
breakthroughs. Such themes regularly
pop up in such works as Aliens,
The! Matrix and the short stories of
Isaac Asimov.
"I wanted to look at how science fiction portrayed these same
technologies that sc ience viewed
in a utopian manner, but as I
examined this, science fiction
views this in a dystopian manner,"
Oinello said.
Oinello concentrates on posthu·
man ism. which is the idea that
technology can be used to change
humanity in order to creale a new
species that can be viewed as a
hybrid of human beings and super
computers.
Refemng to these indi viduals as
technoprophets, Oinello di sc usses
how ill·conceived their beliefs are
in a better way of life through the
dependency of technology. People
Oine110 menti ons are Ray
K unweil , author of The Age of
Spirirual Machines. which looks
at the possibility of artificial inte!·

ligence, and Or. Max More, cofounder of Extropy Institute. an
organization dedicated to the rapid
expansion of science and its uses
to enhance human life.
\\I-nite Kurzweil and More have
possibly the best of intentions
when it comes to the fusion of
human beings and
technology ,
Oinello shows
how
certain
works of science
fiction warn of
the
potential
dangers
that
may occur when
sc rewin g with
suc h super scientific
break·
throughs .
One common
belief
among
these
techno·
prophets is that
mankind
can
achieve a heaven
on earth through the power of
infusing human brains into com·
pulers. In this cyber·heaven.
human beings ca n escape th e
many hardships of a dull physi cal
existence.
"ThaI
seemed
somewhat
absurd," Oinello said. "Nobody
really knows what consciousness
is. There are all kinds of theories.
That's partly the fault of these
kinds of people, like the Max
Mores, but they got a lot of other
problems too. I look at it as aki n to

religious faith in technology."
Oinello'5 book is not anti·tech·
nology. That viewpoint is, at best,
bogus because the main argument
in TechnophobiQ implies that
when technology falls into the
hands of military, religious and
com mer·

three organizations have shaped the
world. Fonner president Dwight D.
Eisenhower warned. the world of
the military industrial complex,
which has now become a reality.
Evangelical Christians like Pat
Robertson has called for
the assassination of
Venezuela president Hugo Chavez.
Corporate corruption has become a
more
prevalent
concern since the
downfall of companies like Enron.
Just
imagine
what the world
would be like if

..II""'I

•~

Pat
Robertson
cloned
himself
over and ove r
again or if Enron
had all of its
~~
accounting safeguarded by an
J osh Cova rrublasfThe Chronicle artificial intelligence. Then imagine things through
cial interests, the idealistic and a posthumanisl viewpoint, which
utopian perspect ive of technology would be something like spending
as mankind's savior is corrupted.
the rest of eternity in a computer
These three industries cannot be with Pat Robertson or AI Franken.
ignored when it comes to any seri· It 's enough to make someone
ous discussion of posthumanism , throw up on his pants.
Technophobia, while a bit heady
because these groups already
prove to be challengi ng without at times, is an enjoyable read for
havi ng access to cloning, robotics anyone with a passing knowledge
of science fiction . Oinello refers to
or nanotechnology.
While this might sound like a anythi ng and everything related to
stretch, just think about how these the genre, from Lang's Metropolis

iii..... .....
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to "Futurama" to the short stories
of A.E. van Vogl OinelIo's interpretations of these works are both
entertaining to read (his sense of
humor emerges from time to time)
and infonnative.
The science portions of the
book are broken down in a way
that makes it accessible to anyone
who isn ' t totally familiar with
technologies like cloning or with
the writings of More. The chapters
are placed in an order that helps
the reader naturally progress in
learning about these interesting
areas of science.
TechnophobiQ is a great source
of information for anyone who is
interested in studying the relation·
ship of science and science fiction .
"I'm trying to write for both
people interested in science and
people interested in science fiction," Oinello said. " I think there 's
these two separate cultures that
hardly talk 10 each other, and as a
person who loves both science fie·
lion and science , ... I'm hoping to
inspire people interested in science fiction to examine science
more carefully and show how fascinating it is."

'Technophobia'
by Dan Dinello

C OLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WWW.COI.UMBIAC HRONIClf.COM

INVITE YOU AND GUEST TO HOP ABOARD
TH E SEASON'S BIGGEST THRILL RIDE
Make
C O LUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WWW.COIUMIIIACHR(lNICIE.eOM
33 E. Congress, Suite 224
Chicago

your final destination starting
Monday, February 6, and pick up a
complimentary pass
(admits 2 thrill-seekers) to
a special screening on
Thursday, February 9th of

Be one of the fi rst 20 people to stop in and receive
a FINAL DESTINATION 3 t-shirt,
while supplies last!
One PillS and t·shlrt per perlon. Pllses and Ihlrls are ..... Ilable on I Ilrsl·come, Ilral·sel'll8d basis,
while luppUes 11111 PleiN do not line up out.ld. 01 Iht bar bator.
No pul'ChaN ,...... ry.
EmploytieS 01 all promollon.1 part08ra, ttMlr .genel . . . 1'Id those who hive rec.lved • pall wtthln
lhe lalt 90 diva .... not 1IIgIbIa.
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'Corny' humor
gels dirty
Sex becomes wacky in 'Soft Corn Porn '

'T

By Annie Kelly/Staff Writer

he otf-co lor hur.1or ill Corn
Productiops' newest s ketch
comedy, " Soft Corn Porn ,"
is by no means new.
The production compan y na s
built. a cult following through it s
ongoing sketc he s ap.d s hows
about a dysfuflct ional daugh ~ e r
mcthe, com ic duo known ':IS Tif
and Mom.
But Michelle Tho mpst}H, managing
direct')..
fer
Corn
Productions. offe rs a siw r ;e reason for why people s hould see
the s how.
"More people like porn than
they're willing to admit ,"
Thompson said.
Written by company members
of Corn Productions , "Soft Corn
Porn" delves into a fa vorite subject among college students.
Sketches include everything
from corporate sensitivity training at a sex chat line to training
at a porn academy. Another skit
offers an alternative account of
the Adam and Eve creation story
in whic h Eve is replaced by a
sheep namt:d Madeline .
"[ItJ takes a sla nted view o n
love, lust , relationships and

everyt hin g in between ," sa id
C hri stophe r Jacobs, director o f
"Soft Corn Porn ."
Robert Bouwman, co- found e r
of Corn Productions, came up
wit h the idea and catc hy title fo r
the comedy whil e drinking with
friend s . The product ion co mpany's goal with "Soft Corn Porn"
is to ret urn to its original root s of
s ketch comedy, the has is unde r
whi ,' o Corn Production s wa s
formed.
Michael Brooks , one of the
comedi c performers in the show,
descr ibes "Sofl Co rn Porn" as an
edgy comedy. He said the s how
held no rest rictions. For example, one scene depicts a gi rl
attempting to ha ve sex with a
puppet. The production is full of
sexual humor and addresses topics often considered as taboo.
" If you ' re too politi ca ll y correct and easily o ffended , it 's
probably not the show for you,"
Jacobs sa id. " But if you have a
sense of humor, then you'll havt:
a great time ."
Bouwman a nd Todd Sc hane r,
the ot he r found e r of Corn
Produ ctions, pla y the fe m a le

John Stephen King and Sara Kay Snider perform a scene entitled 'Airline Security.'
rol es in the "Tif and Mom "
sket c h .
Alt h ough
Co rn
Produ ct ions has performed a
vari ety of s hows over the pa st 14
years, most o f it s co med ies have
been centered around what
Bouwman desc ribes as a "drunken, sl'Jlty, bi sexua l b itch" and her
daughter who is "a nai ve, righteous, overweight teen."
The "Tif and Mo m" s kits were
included in Corn Productio ns'
very fir st pe rformanc es. Ju st
startin g out, Bouwman and

Sc haner con v in ce d Danny's
Tavern in Buc ktown to allow
the m to perform s ketc h comedy
shows on the second level of the
pub . With a sm all ri ser as a stage
and audience me mbers sitting in
couches , c hairs and on the fl oo r,
Corn
Produ cti on s
began.
Thompson remembe rs a crowd
of 15 people as a bi g dea l.
Actress Jenni Cli ne sai d the
BVOB
poli cy
at
the
Conservatory, 42 10 N. Lincoln
Ave., ca n help ease any awk-

wardness the a udie nce might feel
about the materials .
" If you and you r date ma ke it
through thi s s how, then a lot of
the aw kwa rd fi rst-date ba rri e rs
wi ll be broken," Cline sai d
'Soft Corn Porn' opens Feb. 8
at the Co rnservatOlY, 4210 N.
Lit/colt/ Ave. It will run every
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 8 p .m. through March 17.
Tickets are $12, with half price
admissioll every Wednesday.

Agent lock Rouer's newest
mission-the big screen
Sutherland has 'incredible amount'
of interest in '24' film
By Daniel Fienberg/KRT
Since 200 I, Kiefer Sutherland 's dedi cated CTU agent Jack Baue r has dedi cated his
life to saving Ameri ca and its TV le::ders
on FOX's Emmy-wi nning drama "24."
Might Jack's nex t c hallenge be figurin g
out how to protec t the domestic box office
from rumors of a slump?
Speaking with reporters at the semi annual Te le v is ion C r it ics Assoc ia tion
press tour, Suthe rland re iterated hi s longex pressed e nthusias m for bringing "24"
to the big screen at some point, perhaps in
the not-t oo-distant future .
" It 's certainl y someth ing that I ha ve
e xpressed an incredible amount oJ inte rest in doin g," Suth e rland said . " It is

c haracters . Casualties asidt: . though , the
onl y cllfren tly in di spe nsa b le c haracte r for
a feature would be Sutherl an d's Jac k, who
has protected the wo rld fro m bombs ,
vi ruses and ot he r myriad catastroph es.
" I love p lay ing the c haracter, and it' s
so met hing I ca re a n a wful lot abollt,"
Sutherland said . "And I think ce rtainly it
is a ge nre o f fil m that I have always loved
as an au dience person. I th ink the re is an
audience Ollt the re for that."
He continues, '" th ink there's a lways a
way to act ually deal w ith an idea of '24' as
a film that would completely be separate
from '24 ' the television s how. And by that
I mean the c haracters could be diffe re nt.
They could be
co mpl etel y
unrelated, and I
th ink that It
would still be;:
e ff ec ti ve .
Obv iousl y, it 's
someth ing that I would be ve ry eage;:r to
do, and it req uin.:s a lot of other people to
feel the sa me way."
One major prob lem w ith a possible
"24" feature is Jack Baue r's tende ncy to
require preci se ly 1,440 minlltes to save
th e world from th e brink of disaSTer.
Barring a Wa rhol-esque marathon, a theat ri cal film might ha ve to be closer to 120
minutes. Would a single day in Jack 's life
be edited down to two hours? Would Jack
just be put on a tighter deadline for a big
screen adventure?
"There are some real -time aspects that
are certai nly presenting Chall e nges,"
Sutherland said .

"I love playing the character, and
it's something ! care an awful lot
about."

AJU,ough the possibility of a '24' movie is being discuss,ed by Suthe,rland and
~ny of the show's producers, the shQw's24.hour premise may be a challenge,

so mething that [producers] Joel [Su rnowJ
and
Howard
[Gordon] a nd
Bob
rCoc hranJ- we've all talked about. One
of the real diffi c ulti es. is that any time
they got really close to ha ving a grea t idea
for having a film , we nee ded it for
episode 18, so the re it wenL "
The fifth season o f "24" began Jan . 16
and viewers fl ocked to FOX to find oul
what national ca lamity would for ce Jac k
to resurface after faking hi s own death at
the end of last season 's chaotic day of
work. Preliminary ratings had "24" drawing a record 16.2 million viewers, man y
of whom are st ill buzzing over the shock ing opening minutes, which featured the
deaths of a pair of beloved supporting
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New research gives light to gamers; video games may be good for you
Some experts would like to
add a new item to the liM of
healthy
lifestyle
practices :
Copious amounts of video game
playing.
Recent publications by university professors and journalists
suggest video games may result
in positive effects for the player,
contrary to the usual implication
that playing video games can

lead to detrimental social consequences.
"Video games, to me, if they're
played right and in a good context. are empowering in that they
put you in control," said James
Gee, a professor of learning sciences at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
Gee , author of Why Video

Games are Good for Your Soul,

By Carlos Bergfald/KRT
has devoted his research to the
positive effects of video games,
especially as a tool for learning.
"The day will come When
rather than doing biology in a
book, you ' ll enter a world and do
biology in that game," Gee said.
Gee was one of several
researchers highlighted in a July
2005 Discover magazine artic le
by Steven Johnson , titled "Your

'(,rand Theft Auto· is often targeted as an unnecessarily violent game. but researchers say there
~re positive impacts from playing the game.

Brain on Video Games," show- played in some of the more popcasing research pointing to the ular titles.
advantageous effects of gaming.
Mortal Kombat gave the fightCertain features of the video ing genre a boost both in the
game medium can translate arcades and on the consoles in
games into powerful exercises in the early ' 90s with its over-themental dexterity. Most games top finishing moves and endless
have some sort of built-in train- blood·gushing.
ing for the player as a way to get
In more recent years , the
them acquainted with the soft- Grand Th eft Aulo series has been
ware. In addition, video games the target of anti-media-violence
gradually increase in difficulty advocates for its graphic portrayand complex ity, challenging the al of mobster- and gang-related
player to think and act more lifestyles, while also creating a
quickly and efficiently in later new style of open-world gamelevels.
play. Gee said good can be found
Some games require players to even in games like these,
keep track o f multiple groups or although extremely violent
assets at the same time, challeng- games are the exception rather
ing their multi-tasking skills. If than the rule.
video games are too easy or
"Let 's keep in mind that the
short, players wHi not buy them. best-selling game of all time is
"Here's [an entertainment] The Sims;· he said. " What's good
fonn where the young people about
those [controversial]
demand where it would be hard," games is Dot their depiction of
Gee said.
violence, but what strategy it
Last year marked a record high takes to win it.l '
for video game hardware and
None o rlbe top IObest·selling
so ftware sales at S 10.5 billion, 6 games of 2005 garnered more
percent higher than 2004's earn- than a '"Teen" rating, according
ings, accordi ng to The NPD to NPD. Numerous studies have
Group. As video games have suggested a connection between
increased both in popularity and violent behavior in youths and
realism throughout the years , violent video games
and
they have been the target of
increased scrutiny, mostly due to
the violent or sexual content dis-
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Continued From Page J 2
assumptions based on these studies have led .po licymak ers in
California, Massachusetts and
Illinois to pass legis lali'on prohibiting violent games from
bei ng sold to minors.
"They increase angry feelings," said Brad Bushm an, a professor of social psychology at the
University of Michigan. " It 's not
matter of opinion."
Bushman 's research fo...:uses on
the effects of violent media on
aggression, and he believes the
findin gs show a concrete link
between increased aggression
and violent media exposure.
Altho ugh he does not wan t

a

minors to have access to
"Mature" rated games, Gee said
he believes legislators wanting to
pass these restrictive laws only
show their ignorance on the
issue.
"When politicians are talking
about movies and books, they're
the generation that could have
read them or seen them," he said.
" Hillary Clin ton never played
Grand Theft Auto."
Gee. said politicians and antimedia-violence advocates usually present the issue as a blackand-white one. The public asks
whether video games ha ve a positive or negative effect on people,
and someone gives evidence to
prove one case, while ignoring
the other side.

"Any technology is neither
good nor bad by itself- it
depends on how it's getting
used," Gee said.
Consequentl y, the laws in all
three states have had either permanent or preliminary injunctions passed against them, blocking thei r enfo rcement. The
judges in the cases sta ted freedom of expression or overex tension of the state's power as reasons for barri ng these laws from
bei ng implemented.
A lthough retailers participate
and enforce the exist ing rating
syste m who ll y volunta rily, 84
percent of the people who actually purchase games are older than
18,
according
to
the
Entertainment
Software

Assoc iation. In fa ct, the average
age of a game buyer is 37, and a
majorit y o f game players are
older than 18.
With regard to video games
causin g players to re-enact their
virtual actions in the rea l world,
federal statistics present a paradox . The game industry's yearly
growth in sa les has been accompanied by a steady downward
trend in violent crime, especially
among juveniles. Serious vio lent
offenses by adults 18 and older
declined by 58 percent from
1993 to 2004, while juvenile violent crimes fell by an even
greater 69 percent during the
same period, accordi ng to the
Bureau of Justice Statistics in the
Department of Justice.

"Ui"a];I·'

Buslunan said the effects of violent video games on college-age
people and adults can be just as
severe as those on children,
although the consequences are
more long tenn . Whether aggression problems can stem from video
games or other violent media however, can be debated.
"Do you seriously believe anyone who played a video game and
is sick enough to go shoot people
[wasn' t] going to before [playing
it]?" Gee asked.
As one of several professors running a "Games, Leaming and
Society" program at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, Gee hopes
to see games grow in popularity to
give players of all ages a fun mechanism for personal growth.

James Gee, author of "Why Video Games are Good for Your Soul ,' thinks that politicians like Hillary Clinton don·t give video games a fair shake. especially if
they don't play the games themselves .
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Maps and A tlases

trees, swallows, houses

.. .

Columbia quartet Maps and
Atlases 3re making a name
for themselves with their
debut recording. With a sound
similar to a skipping, poppy
Mario Brothers game plus
catchy vocals, the band carries a d ist inctive so und
throughout the album.

JOrh Year Issue

••••

Tristan & Iso lde

1
1
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Bitch magazine <:elebrates n
decade of bitching about pop
culture. This issue featu res a
story examining our cult ure's
obsession with celebrities, a
Feminism !01 session and a
closer look at the declining
independence of TV's female
characters. Also check oul a
critique of Dr. Phil 's generous
boob job giveaway.
- M . C. Finkler

The latest film version of this
medieval tale of forbidden
romance gives Romeo and
Jul iet reason to fear their
replacement as the classic tale
of true love. James Franco
(Tristan) and Sophia Myles
(Isolde) are also pretty nice to
look at for two hours. At times
the script seems a bit cliched,
but ii's forgivable.
- 1. Fischer

•••••

•

Playboy
FehnulIJ' Issue

The Dirty Cirls Social...
Articles this month include an Alisa Valdez-Rodriguez
interview with the pe rh aps
Senate-bound AI Franken Hnd
the unbelie vable tale behind
the fi g ht o ver the domain
Sex.com. Best o f all is the
magazine 's poll determining
the members of A merica's
would-be
"No
Bull-Shit
Caucus." Oh, and there's pictures too . - D. Slrtfl1l

•
• • lIP
T he Lurning Channel

When it comes to reality television, TLC is an intellectual's
FOX
network.
Programs
include ER trauma rooms, conjoined twins and morbidly
obese people. Of course, let's
not forget the s how about a
woman who carried a calcified
fetus inside her for 46 years.
And yes, it was dissected for the
viewers.
- £. Kasaflg

• ••••

Pee Tree

lIol-arl,com

lIP • •
Lovedrug
Phish has released yet anothe r
Pretend You 're Alive
live album. New Years Eve
,----------,
1995 was recorded in Madiso n
Square Garden and has been
hailed by fans as the best
Phi sh show of the '90s. Expect
the usual jam sessions with
. several short covers s uch as
Collective Soul 's "Shine.'!
-A. Kelly

'----"------'

•• •
wh'IV.lVe~f1I(lke-lIIulley

Phish
New Year sEve 1995

- T Breyne

"

Bitch magazin e

• ••

Ge rman lechn010gy guru Joa
Herrenknecht de signed thi s
white ceramic sculp ture to give
men the ultimate comfort in
usi ng public urinals. While the
waste is flushed into undergrou nd sewer canals, the idea
begs one Simple question fo r
our futn;\!. Where's the "Squat
Spot" for ~ ,le ladies?
- D. Strum

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands

fht Chron icle : You really seem to da bble in a lot of
things-·-You ' re a music ian , a mom, a pastor a nd a midwife's assistant (doula). W hat order d o th ese occup ations
com(' in for you and how docs it affect your mu sic?
O'Connor: I guess now I would call myself a mom first ,
musician second and doub third. The reverend thing just
sounded cool. I've only married a couple of close friends
and that was a long time ago---bad reverend . I really enjoy
hav ing a rich life experience with everything that I do. I
remember helpi ng deliver a friend's baby and having a gig
that weekend .... It was powerful stuff. I'm really into helping pregnant women have a sa fe and amazing birth experience; I will probably do that more as I gel older and can't
stay up unti l midnight to play shows anymore.
Who a re your influ ences, and what did you liste n to
growing up'!
My parents would have Iri sh music blarin ' in the house,
and when you grow up in the '70s and '80s with older siblings it means Led Zeppelin, Rush, Ted N ~'~ent , Elton John
and, yes, Journ...:y. In high .chooll was W <2.y .Ilto Kate Bush,

Season One
IT",....II'I::-t
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Dunkin ' Donut s C offee
Fruit of th e Loom
600 S. Wa bash Ave.
The best part of wakin' up is ,I ockey Briefs
not Folge rs in you r cup. It 's not ,-_ _ _---=____-,
Starbucks or Caribou Conce
eit her. Dun kin' Donut s is the
number one choice ror a mOrTling c;:dTe ine fix. We just can't
get enough of the Arabic coffee
beans that mak e a si lky smooth
brew.
- H. Graham

Premium Blend
Born and mised in Chicago's South Side, Bloodshot
Records singer Nora O 'Connor does an excellent job of
keeping country on the scene. Her sweet, deep voice is remin iscent of vineyards, bare feet Hnd tom jeans. O'Connor
first came on the scene as a vocalist for The Blacks, but
eventually stwyed ofT for a solo career. Nowadays, she is
busy t<lking care of her baby boy, born in November, and
~I'ly ing shows when she gets the chance.

•
GrOWing Pains

This re-released debut
from the Cleveland band
seems fitting for a sad,
downtrodd e n coke binge
scene in any teenage druggie movie-in a good way.
Slightly rem iniscent o f a
less creat ive or distinctive
Radiohead, Lovednlg bal ances thei r irksome style
with slight ly catchy tunes.

- r

BreYlle

Reade rs arc put right in the
middle of six Latina wo men
who meet twice a year to
complain
about- what
else- men. You would
probabl y get more entertainment fro m watching
"Sex and the C ity" than
reading this book . But it's
easy reading fo r those who
wa nt to take a break from
the oh-so-interesti ng textbooks. - C. Kla:mich

With two decades hindsight, feel free to relive
what drove Tracey Gold to
anorexia and propelled
Alan Thicke to the height
of his douche baggery. Also
feel free to appreciate the
irony of born-again
Christian and 1980s heartthrob Kirk Cameron 's onscreen best friend being
nkknamed "Boner,"
~
-D. Strum

Fruit of Ihe Loom Jockey
briefs age like fruit. Fresh
out of the pack they fit
nicel y and don't stretch
th roughout the day. Arter a
month or washes, though,
they get soft and fall apart.
The waistb<lnd s tretche s
out , the tag falls off and
they fit like an oversized
swi msuit.
- C. Kouri

Nora 0' Connor

the Eurhythmics and show tunes. It wasn't until I went
away to college that I discovered bluegrass and stmted playing guitar according to the bluegrass way. There really are a
lot of Chi cago musicians keeping the kille r-good country
alive.
Have you ever contempl ated doi ng anot her sty le of
music'!
Totally. I would love to get involved with a whole other set
of music ians and make a disco record.
You've worked with Andrew Bird a lot, How did you
guys get paired up?
Andrew and J started si nging together when I was sti ll in the
Blacks. Gina Black and I sang on a song in a little movie
they made. After that, Andrew and I just kept singing
together because we liked it a 101. I toured with him for a
couple years and sang on a bunch of his records. l'Ie 's greal.
... We sing together when we can these days. We still love it.
Who are yo u listening to nowad ays-a ny new artists

.you' re stuck on at- the moment'!

I love The Go! Team; they make me jump up <lnd downand I don't jump up and down . I like the Antony and the
Johnsons' record .... His vo ice reminds me of a young Bryan
Ferry. I really like the new Fiona Apple, too, and the new
Kate Bush album is amazing.
Ever thou ght about leavi ng C hicago to play in ot her
parts of th e country'!

Nope. I love Chicago .... Our famil y is here. If 1 were to
move, I would probably go back to Ireland where the rest of
my famil y lives in Listowel , County Kerry. We'll go there if
the shit hit s the ran over here. I can have duel citizenship .
Nora 0 'Connor wiff he playing {I show (1/ Hideout, J354 W
Wabllllsia Ave., on Feb. 10 at 10 p.m. For more in/ormation
(lod to hear her music. visit WWW;lIoraOCOllllor:com .
- T Breyne
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Flabby

fash ion@columbi a

5 Uttte demons
9Sti1ched
14 Louisville's river
15 Writer Bellow
16 Create text
17 Rather and
Quayle
18 Loyalty
20 Trajectories
2 1 Barking dog
22 Surprised

exclamations
23 Respectful
Hindu title

25 Statuesque
27 Mother-of' pearl
31 Repeat again

and again
35 Beltway

38 More nervous
390ander
4O _lime'sa
charm
42 SIOI-filier
43 Easter event
46 Poetic pairs
49 Noisy napper
50 Hide house
51 Follow closely
53 Re-mark prices
57 Make things
happen
60 Find secondary

corrections
64 Radio
enthusiast

65 Spicy topping
67 Bar mitzvah

8 Enjoyed a slesla
9 Time
Formed
eddies
10
worth
noting
11 Boozer
12 Impress clearly

13 Poor 9rades
24 Drinks counter

oanee

26 Part 01 a tour

68 Spooky

69 Tie lie
70 Author Bagnold

71 Process parts
72 Desires
73 Espies
DOWN
1 Fountain buys
2 -Lovey Childs
author
3 Grosbeak. e.g.
4 Step in salad
preparation
5 Brit's indignant
comment
6 Manly
71nlluenee
ft

Solutions

't~:TITIllw~u}:lrrE~[]~
L,;

28 Cliques
19 Collegiate
Aarin to gocheer
29
30 Decree

!llllli~llllll!

32 QUDle, as an

~~:~r~:am ~~~~;;~~~!

34 Crystal balls.
33 e.g .

35 Taylor and Torn

36 Neighbor of Iraq
37 Fiddling

emperor
41 Canape spread
44 Expertise
45 So-and-5Os,
affectionately
t..7 Part 01 mph
48 Bloodsuckers

52 Like an unsound
boal
54 Rib-eye
alternative

57 Poker Mbullets"
58 Guitarist Atkins

55 Condor's digs
56 Students with
degs.

62 PC image

59 Make weary
6 1 Sand ridge
63 Hanoi holidays
66 Kind 01 service

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle
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Out of My Head

'\licia DnrT

Aries (Murch 2 1 - Apri l 20): You think the gi rl/guy of yOUT choicl! doesn'l pay
altenlion to you because you are inti midating. I' m pretty slire it's actually the
milk mustache and grass stains on your jeans.

by Scotty Carlson

~IK~ TO CONGRATU~An: YOU,
VAt.~NTINO . YOUR APPl..ICATlON
~5 ~NT~~D TH~ FrNA~

I'D

5~ ~~Cl1ON

ROUND.

~

Taurus (Apri121 - May 2 1): While writing your memoirs this week. you will be
' • ./ unsure if you should include the time when you were a regional knife sa lesman.
- , ;:~ foll owed by the brief jail time you did for stabbing a suburban family_ I say go lor
it.

~~ Gemi ni (May 22 - June 2 1): You are actua lly a hennaphrod ite. And you 're an

~ April Fools' baby.
~

Cancer (J une 22 - July 23): This week you will be wondering whether "No shin ,
~ No shoes, No service" means you could go into the place without pants. YOli will
be wfong, though that 's an interesting loophole you 've discovered.
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You ' re creep ing me out.

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): There's something odd about the mn n staring at you
from the end of your driveway. Strangely enough, he think s he lives in your hOll!'> \.'
and there's something odd about you. You two should go for drinks .
Scorpio (Oct 24 - 1'\ov. 22): Your sistt!r will soon marry a man named Richard
Head, and he ' ll insist that you cal! him Dick. He wi ll wear a light ycllow SPCl.-UO
every time he swims in your pool.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 J): You lack all human feel ing and comp'lss ion, but
you make a mean lasagna .
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Your next purchase w ill be a hat that says. "Let's
Party," in kooky '90s day-glo writing. When you breathe hot air on it, the color
will change . This will become the coolest thing that you own .

~

W

Aquarius (Jan. 2 1 - Feb. J9): You're beg inning to wish you hadn '( stowed away
on that spaceship to Pluto last week. I guess I should 've told you not to. Oh well.
Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): This week, children will cry when they sec yOll . Dogs
will growl and whimper when you touch them. Urn ... yeah. T haI 'S about it. This
is getting awkward. I have to go.

...

,

.
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Exhibit a tribute
to New Orleans
music, culture
By Seth StauWer
Staff Writer
Columbia student Linea Johnson
perfonned a piece by New Orleans
composer Basile Jean Bares titled

"Las Campanillas" at an opening
reception for the "Gifts of New
Orleans: Music and Culture" exhi-

bition, the first in a series of installments taking place at various buildings around Columbia's ' campus
focusing on New Orleans.
The song is for a style of Cuban
dance called Habanera. The song's
undated manuscript is one of many

artifacts on display at Columbia's
Glass Cunain Ga llery, 11 04 S.
Wabash Ave.
"We wanted to do a tribate to the
original history and culture of New

Orleans,"
said
Kimberly
Weatherly, director of AfricanAmerican Cultural Affairs. While

the events are scheduled to coincide with Black History Month,
focusing on New Orleans was a

thematic way of addressing a nwnher of issues simultaneously.
The idea is to recreate the history
of New Orleans prior to Hurricane
Katrina and the rebuilding process,

Grants:
Federal money
goes to collegewI'de programs"'~~

Weatherly said.
"Thi s started out as a brainstorm
for the theme in September,"
Weatherly said.
"How do we preserve the history
of New Orleans?" was the question
Weatherly and others were faced
with in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina 's destruction.
With that theme in mind,
Suzanne Flandreau and Andrew
Leach,
both
archivists
for
Columbia 's Center for Black
Mus ic Research, went through
their materials and selected the
items to display. This is the first
time these materials have left the
archi~e for public viewing.
Jazz is typically synonymous
with New Orleans , but it is just one
genre in the city's larger musical
picture.
"We tried to create context for
everything [on display,]" Flandreau
said.
"One of the things we stress is
the cOMectedness of the music of
the African Diaspora," Flandreau
said.
A diaspora is a movement of
people from their homeland to
some: other location, and those conFeb. I that would reduce spending
on education and effectively hurt
the Pell Grant program even more.

Reachingout

Asict,;~ -,financial aid,
colwnbi~;pn~i;" funds c~mmu-

nity ou~c!l nrograms with the
Front Page remainder ' of its federal dollars.
has all sorts of :-(:venue streanlS," Programs like Upward Bound and
Ketmedy said.
the Center for Community Arts
Most of the money Col.wnbia P~erships attempt to pique the
receives from the federal govern- . ihterests of local public school stument comes from the FetIetal Direct ~: dents in the arts and possibly
Student Loans prograq., which not Columbia.
all schools ar. part
-10. 2004,
fn 2004, Columbia received $2.5
Columbia brought in $ 102.2 million million in program grants, and in
in student loans, which accounted the first half of2005 , the school had
for 89 percent f)fthe school 's feder- already received more than
aI funds. At the midpoint in 2005, $700,000.
Columbia had already exceeded
"We're a program school, not a
this amount by more than S45 mil- research school," Kolodziej said.
lion, bringing in $ 147.8 million in
Some of these grants fund entities
student loan money.
at Columbia, such as the Center for
Black Music Research and Center
Declining Pell Grants
for ,~slan Arts and Media.
For example, in 2003, the college
In addition to receiving loans to received a $25,000 grant from the
alleviate the burden of tuition for National Endowment for the Arts to
students, Colwnbia also regularly fund a symposium and concert for
receives federal funding for Pell the 20th anniversary of the Center
Grants, which assist low-income for Black Music Research; in 2005 ,
students in paying for college. the college brought in a $15,000
Unlike loans, Pell Grants do not grant
from
the
National
have to be repaid by their recipients. Endowment for the Arts to tund the
However, while Columbia's Pell As ian Arts and Media Center 's
Grant funds peaked at $29.3 million Women Warrior Festival.
While current students don 't
in 2003, they saw a sharp decline in
2004. That year, Columbia received always see the effects of program
only $8. 1 million for the gra."ts and gra:1.ts firsthand as they do with
in the first part of 2005 received a financial aid, the programs do affect
mere SI3 I ,500.
Columbia students in the long run,
This drop in Pell Grant funding is Kolodziej said.
a national trend among colleges and
For instance, he explai ned,
Wliversities, said lni Cohen, director Upward Bound not only assists
of issues and communication for Chicago high school students with
U.S. Rep. Danny K. Davis, whose college preparat ion, but it also
district encompasses Columbia . employs an est imated 50 Columbia
Over the past few years, President students, KQlodziej said. And the
George W. Bush has made the eligi- Center fo r Communi ty Arts
bility requirements for the grants Partnerships uti!izes Columbia stustricter while increasing the maxi- dents, giving them the opportunity
mum award amount. This means to educate Chicago Public School
fewer federal funds are avai lable to children in the arts.
Through such federally funded
schools to fund Pell Grants.
Plus, Cohen said, the House of programs, Columbia seeks to attract
Representatives approved a bill on new students, further increasing the

C ontinued from

of.

One of the many displays at the 'Gifts of New Orleans Music and Cu lture' exhibition at Columbia's
Glass Curtian Gallary, 1104 S . Wabash Ave .
nections come to Chicago from
New Orleans.
The gospel si nger Mahalia
Jackson. frequently associated with
Chicago, hails from New Orleans.
Mounted on a wall in a shallow
glass case is a copy of the gospel
mus ic magazine Rejoice . The
whole issue is a feature exclusively
on Jackson. Next to that is a copy
of Jackson 's 1961 musical release
"Every Time I Feel the Spirit."
Alongside her are blues legends
Buddy Guy, LoMie Johnson and
Little Brother Montgomery- all of
whom hail from New Orleans.
Johnson made more than 500

recordings with various blues and
jazz musicians, both as soloist and
accompanist.
Guy
and
Montgomery would both eventually move to Chicago where they
would each be influential in
Chicago's blues scene.
There also is Louis Armstrong,
who played his jazz in the Windy
City after leaving New Orleans. His
career is depicted through numerous recordings, a one-fourth inch
reel-te-reel tape and a book about
him that was published in 1954.
Sound recordings are available
for visitors to hear a variety of the
artists featured at the exhibit.

Once everything was selected,
Flandreau and Leach worked with
Mark Porter, ex hibition coordinator
for the G lass Cu rtain Gallery.
Porter's role was to help Flandreau
and Leach visualize their goal.
" It 's definit ely an educational
exhibit," Porter said.
Heidi Marshall, a visitor at the
exhibition , is an archivist for
Colwnbia's library.
"There's a lot of work in here
and a lot of research that went into
this," Marshall said.
'The Gift oj New Orleans: Music
and Culture' is running through
Feb. 17.

school's enrollment.
"Obviously, the Chicago Public
SChQ9! 'sYstem is important to this
college," Kolodziej said . " It 's a
feeder. It's our ultimate goal to be a
beneficiary of [Upward Bound). We
hope that [students] will enroll in
Columbia, but our system doesn't
require them to do so."

continues to increase, as it has been
at Columbia, those types of grants
become all the more essential ,
Cohen said.
"It is very, very important to most
colleges to provide money for faculty and other components," said
Eric Winston, interim vice president
of Institutional Advancement.

pen," White said. Only a handful of
universities in the country receive
such major support ITom the federal
government, he explained.

Do students benefit?

How Columbia compares

Receiving federal grants for such
outreach programs can be both beneficial and disadvantageous to a
school like Columbia tryi ng to
reduce its dependency on tuition
revenue, Cohen said .
By funding programs with federal dollars, he explained, Columbia
does not need to support them with
general operati ng fund s. Those
funds, in tum, can be used for other
services that will directly assist current students.
Recentl y, Columbia rece ived
funding to assist current students in
the form of a Title III grant, which
will provide $ 1.8 million over fi ve
years for retenti on, Kolodziej said.
It also received another grant for the
purpose of strengthening the communication between academics and
student services, a project meant to
link curriculum and student support, Kennedy said.
Columbi a also occasionally
receives money for research, particularly in the Sc ience Institute .
According to census data, in 2003
Columbia rece ived $ 163 ,000 ITom
the National Institutes for Health to
fund research for kidney diseases,
urology and hematology.
Also, the Sc ience Institute recently completed a study of a unique
gene found in castrated rats that
could lead to advancements in treating diabetes and prostate cancer,
Kolodziej said.
However, "the effect [on students] will be limited by receiving
money just for outreach," Cohen
said. A school should also seek out
federal funds for scholarships and
other programs that aim to reduce
the strain of tuition and retain existing students. Plus, if enrollment

Northeastern Illinois University,
whicll ranked 26th on Crain's list,
has also been the recipient of some
of the grants Columbia receives,
according to 2004 census data.
According to Crain's, Northeastern
took in $ 11.1 mill ion in federal
funds during the 2004 fiscal year.
The university has used sllch
funds for the benefit of student curriculum and, in years past, to establish a special women-onl y computer lab on its campul', according to
Buff Rosen Boyd, .grant and contracts administrator at Northeastern .
The university also uses these funds
for campus outreach programs that
assist with professional deve lopment, first generation college students and underrepresented groups
in the student population, Boyd
said . Like Columbia students,
Northeastern students are also
involved in communi ty olltreach
funded by grants.
"Much of what we do is reaching
out to the community," Boyd said.
The reason Columbia's outreach
programs make up such a significant por1ion of the grant money it
receives is because it does not
recei ve
multi -million-dollar
research grants like larger institutions on the Crain's list, said Woody
White, fonner vice-presi dent of
Institutional Ad vancement
at
Co lumbi a.
Sc hools
like
Northwestern University and the
University of Chicago regularly
receive grants for scientific and
medical research.
"In order to get the kind of money
[the) University of Chicago gets,
you have to tum this into a research
institution, which isn' t going to happen and I don't think should hap-

Applying aggressively
Ultimately, the types of grants an
institution receives depends on how
proactive officials are in applying,
Cohen said.
"You have to know how to do the
grant research." Kennedy sai d,
adding that "most grants target very
specific initiatives," and that it must
be decided if a grant fits with
Columbia's mission.
In some cases, federal departments reach out to colleges and universities and offer opportunities to
receive fund ing for specific projects. For example, Kolodziej said,
the U.S. Department of Defense
recently awarded Columbia a grant
to develop a videogame that simulates wartime scenarios. Schools
bid on these types of grants, and the
best proposal receives the funding.
"Most grants available in categories like these arc competitive
grams," Cohen said. "There's never
enough money to go around."
Other times, schools make their
own proposals to the federa l government. In these instances. it is up
to the schools' grant writers to convince a department that it deserves
funding for a particular endeavor.
The volum e of grant money
Columbia receives can be anributed
to dedicated and skilled grant writers, Kolodziej sai d.
"You could have the best idea in
your head, but if you try to write it
on paper, and you' re a complete
bonehead, it's not worth reading,"
Kolodziej said. " If we had a lot of
lazy faculty and lazy staff, there
wouldn't be as many submissions
as there are goi ng in now."
But White is not so optimistic
that Columbia is doing all it can to
bring in federal funds :
"It's the same reason Columbia
doesn't bring in much pri vatI.!
money: The institution isn't focllsed
on raising money."
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When do we get 'fed' up?
he Chronicle investigated federal g rant
money received by
Columbia in recent years, and
the results send a shocking
message to future as we ll as
present students. By receiv ing
more money for loans and
other programs, and gett ing
less for grants and scholarships, will it be possible to
meet the financial needs of
many of Co lumbia's students?
Two years ago, Columbia
received more than $29 million in federa l assistance for
the Pel! Grant Program, with
an enrollme nt of nearly
10,000 students. But in the
first half of the current fisca l
yea r, with an enro llm ent
reaching almost 11 ,000 students, the federal funds for the
same Pelt Gran t, which is calcul ated based on financia l
need, have been reduced to a
mere $ 132,000. Un less more
money comes in the second
half of the fisca l year, we
should reconsider how students will be able to benefit
from the funds th at Columbia
does rece ive.
For exam ple, in 2002
Columbia received over $48
mill ion for Federal Direct
SUIdent Loans. Over the past
few years, this number has
been nuctuat ing, growing to a
shockin g $ 14 5 million in
2003 , followed by $148 Pl illion last year.
More money allocated for
fede ra l loans rath~r than
grants is not exactly a cheer-

T

ful thought. Just six months
after grad uation , loans follow
us around wel l into our
careers. And while we can't
place enough emphas is on the
need for more grants, we are
worried that there is no more
funding allotted for money
that doesn 't need to be paid
back to the government.
Less money is going
toward Pell Grants, but
because there are more students at Co lumbia there is
more loan money avai lable.
This can be good if you are a
freshman, but can be troubl ing for students who already
are indebted for large sum s of
money.
Col legeboard.com says thai
the average $2,421 in a Pell
Grant covered less than 30
percent of the average total
charges for tuition in schoo ls
around the country in 2003.
With funding being appropriated by the federal government, we do ex pect th e
administration to to find ways
to help students payoff their
fi nancial burden. More ways
should to be implemented to
help students pay for the ir
education now.
Columbia has received
funds that didn't direct ly benefit all of its students. In
2003, Col umbia received a
grant for kidney disease, urology and (~.c!'·lat ology research ,
which wa s used by the
Science Insti tute.
Other schools that rece ived
the sa me gra nt we re
No rth wes tern Un ivers ity,
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Loyola Un iversity Chicago
and University of Illinois at
Chicago-schools that specialize in the fields of science
and medicine rather than art
and communication like
Columbia. We wonder if other
money could be used fo r programs that are more tai lored
for Columbia's arts and communications programs.
Students who are able to
pay for their remaining years,
often do so through jugg ling
work and school, along with
the aid they receive. Grades
suffer when morc time is allocated for work than sc hool.
Columbia is an arts school
and we ' d like to see more
money available for programs
that would benefit students
immersed in the arts. With
nearly 20 percent of students
enrolled in the film and video
program , students would benefit more if money was used
fo r,say, shoot ing bigger budget movies.
Scholarships are a good
way to encourage students to
show effort and demonstrate
the importance of what education means to th em, whi le
helping them pay for tuition.
More money shou ld be available fo r students now, rather
than the student who will
enroll in the future .
Ofri cials should consider
other means of helping us pay
for ollredllcalion if the money
al loned by the federal government meant for education is
not directly benefit ing the students at Columbia now.

Oprah's self-righteous book club

L

aSI year, James Frey's A
Million Little Pieces

was second only to

Harry POller and the HalfBlood Prina as the best-se il -

ing book in the Un ited States.
The memoir 's success could
be attributed to a number of
strengths, such as the immed iacy of telling the story in the
present tense, or sty listic
appeal like the absence of
indentation and quotat io n
marks.
But it was undoubted ly
Frey's Oct. 26 appearance on
"The Oprah Winfrey Show"
and the book's se lection for
the hostess' book club that
helped prope l sales 10 3.5 million copies after being published in 2003.
Over th e cou rse of two
years, many of Pieces' readers
raved about the author's tale
of addiction and recovery. It
was nothing short of insp iring- until the website The
Smoking Gun revealed that
much of the so-called memoir
was compl etely fab ricated.
That revelation set ofT widespread outrage from readers,
even prom pti ng a federa l
class-action lawsu it accus ing
publishers Random House

and Nan Talese of negligence
for failing to check the supposed facts.
The furor over Pie ces
would be a bit more deserved
ifit didn't reek so much of the
"Gotcha!" mentality. While a
dist inct few initially suspected
that Frey's memoir may not
have been comp letely fair
with the facts, the recent wave
of critics rushing to cruc ify
the auth or in the spirit of
adapt ing the most popular
stance is nothing short of distressing. Even The Smoking
G un 's ed it o r, Wi ll iam
Bastone, adm itt ed to the
Chicago Tribune that the
author'S live Jan. 26 denunci ation on Winfrey's show was
so bruta l that "at the end, you
fell bad for Frey."
Of course, Winfrey wasn't
quick to pin Frey down for her
millions of viewers, as evidenced by her dec ision to call
into CNN's Larry King Show
on Jan. II and defend the
author. But it's obvious that
arguably the most powerful
woman in the media did an
about-face ~ publicly humble
Frey for one reason: to spare
the fate of her book club.
Naturall y, many simp le

minds j um ped on Winfrey 's
side and applauded her for
essentially sav ing face . But
even though Frey is guilty of
embelli shment , the bottom
line remains that his storytelling was what peopl e purchased the book for, and will
continue to do so. His book
rema in s in Amazon's top five
best-sellers despite the controversy.
Memories are deeply perso nal portra it s of how one
recounts particular even ts, and
as a recoveri ng drug add ict,
Frey admits his exaggerati ons
were the lough -guy character
he saw himself as. That confession alone shou ld elicit
empathy from Oprah's typically impress ionab le aud ience. Instead, her studio was
filled with gasps of horror, as
though the admission was too
criminal to relate to.
A great many labels wi ll
follow Frey for the remainder
of hi s li fe. But for the majority of the publ ic qllick to repeat
the cry of liar and tiresome ly
claim they've been cheated,
their rage rea lly comes from
the one label they gave him
and can no longer take away:
best-se lling author.
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What is the state of our union?
More lies

my tum to laugh. Who's the flipflopper now?
As ide from finally real izing that
we have other energy options that
do not involve occupying a ll of the
Middle East, I don ' t agree with the
pres ident. Apparently, wiretapping
American s is OK, and we are
safest as a country when the whole
world is our bus iness. These points
occupied most of the pres ident's
speech and, at times, managed to
thoroughly freak me out.
Who cares about Am erica 's
problems when there's a who le
world out there to fix ? Iraq, Iraq,
Iran- watch out for the namedropping. We' re spreading freedom throughout the world, and

By Ryan Duffy
G.....t Columnist

It's hard to get psyched about
being lied to for an hour straight.
But maype you had homework, or
a job, or, like, a real life. Maybe
you were actually invited to the

State of the Un ion but got arres.ted
trying to see it. (Big ups for my
girl Cindy Sheehan.)
Basically. there was a lot of
clapping and freedom . We love
freedom-and clapping. But, to
my fellow Democrats in the House
and Senate, you don ' t have to clap

so · much-seriously. Even on
issues you and the president
vehemetly disagree on, you were
still clapping. I' m not fee ling
that-cut it out
But there were a few "LOL"

Bold initiatives
By Blake Hausman
Guest Columnist

The State of the Union is an event
that I haven' t missed s ince the second C linton term . It 's always quite
the spectacle, and this year 's was no
exception. While devoid of emotional moments- suc h as the mother of a fall en American hero weeping in the arms of an Iraqi voter last
year or the powerful statements
embraced by a nation just months
after the s laughter of thousands of
innocents- this year 's speech
showed a calm , collected leader
addressing and proposing issues

moments interspersed between all
the patrioteer B.S. and nationalist
pride. For example, the pres ident

was really clear about institut ing a
ban on human clon i ng and
"human·animal hybrids." Humananimal hybrids? Actually, that was
more of a " WTF" moment, but it
still counts. The president a lso
made a funn y about how baby
boomers like him self and former
President C linton are going to
bankrupt our country into oblivion. That one was less " ha ha"
funny and more "oh no" funn y. It
was also funny when the president
mentioned his failed attempt at
" fi x in g" th e l oo min g Scc: ia l
Se61rity cri s is, and Democrats
look it upon themselves 10 stand
up and clleer. Oh, hey! A battle we
actually won? Yes, now it is OK to

clap: @ys. Good job.
To telllhe trutil, thi s year 's State
of tne 'Union address had <: few
congenial nods to the Democrats
pepperetj through"ut. Is it poss ib le
we' ve actually started to rub off on
the guy? Or have these po int s been
co-opted by his speed writers
because they s imply m ake sense to
rational people? (The Repuol icans
didn ' t clap so much at these
point!:, llaH!rally.) The biggest
shocker was that George W. Bush
correctly lIsed lhe term s " so lar
power" and "w ind e nergy" within
a workable sentence. Say what?
Let history show that on Jan. 31,
2006, the Pres ident of the United
States actually addressed our e nergy crisis. No, this is not a joke.

KRT

hybrid cars. Bush would laugh,

freedom is on the march . But I' m
sav ing you the worst of it, really.
Throughout Bush's address, the
camera kept cutting away to some
Arab wo man si ttin g b es id e th e
First Lady. Wow, how touchingand totally co incidenta l.
Forgive me for sounding so cynical, but it is e ntire ly c lear to m e
that this president does not have
my best interest in mind wh en he
talks aOout freedom- and he did
that a lot. Just what freedom s do
you think the pres ident was re fe rring to? Can you think of any? The
freedom to be in debt the rest of
your life because of outrageous
tuition? The freedom to look up
whatever yo u want on the
IRtemet? The freedom to choose
between a w ire hange r or a trip
down to Tijuana? What 's it going
to take?
Honestly people, don ' t clap for
this. You can do better.

almost as if Ie.. say, " Why should
Americans have to change their
way of life? Do you know anyone
who drives a hybrid car?" Now it's

- Ryan Duffy is president of
Columbia College Democrats.
Ryc nJDujJy@gmail.com

Hybrid humans, bad; hybrid cars,

good.
Don ' t get me wrong; thi s is a ll
fme and dandy, but is anyone else
thinking too little, too (alf.? That 's
our George . Call it more of the
"liberal conspiracy," hut was Bush
holding out on thes..: options as
long as poss ible for some ulterior
motive? Let's talk about AI Gore
for a second . Do you remember
him? He used these same points in
his 2000 election campaign , calling for tax breaks for ('.ompanies
with innovations in green technology and for people who drove

The Columbia Chronicle :s a student-produced
puOiication of Columbia College Chicago and
doeS not ne::::eswily represent, in whole Of in
part. the views of college administrators,

and ideas that can and shou ld be
embraced by both parties.
The pres ident's declaration that
Americans are "add icted to oil" is
th e main topic of di scussion. Whi le
I applaud him fo r making the st rong
statem ent, I found myself thinking,
Te ll me something I don 't know.
America is obviously addicted to
o il, and in a roundabout way that
allows the money we spend at the
pump to go right into the hands of
terrorists who use it to blow us up.
The energy proposal th at followed
Bush's oi l remark was very bold,
howeve r. In vesting money into
e lectri c and hydrogen cars is a
major step in becom ing less
dependent on foreign oi l and bettering the environme nt. And his pl an
to build more nuclear power plants
put a rather large smile on my face.
( While I generally loathe the Fren ch
government, nuclear energy is the
one concept that J wish America
would adopt from it.)
On national defense and foreign
policy, which the president spent
much time di scuss ing, there were
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many points worthy of noting.
While painting the terrorists as savages (referencing the murder of
schoolchildren and beheadings of
captors), he made very bold declarations that addressed hi s critics and
the terrori sts themse lves . He pointed out that this is a war that will be
fought here if not there, and we as
Americans cannot give in to evil by
retreating from the brutal enemy
and the world. He staunchly supported the wiretapping program that
has been widely criticized and
struck back at critics of the war by
stating that tbe " decisions w ill be
made by commanders in Iraq, not
by politi cians in Washington, D.C."
He added that "second-guessing is
not a strategy." He made a call to
the Iranian government to cease the
enrichment of uranium (which was
expected) and- in what I cons idered the most important statement
of th e s peech- de m a nd e d th at
Hamas, the terrorist group now in
contTol of the Pa lestinian government, must recogni ze Israel and disann .
Touching on the economy and the
budget, Bush noted that the Un ited
States has ma inta ined four years of
uninterrupted economic growth ,
which is impressive- espec ially
considering the devastating blow
dealt to our economy and finan c ial
district on 9/1 1. He a lso clarified hi s
inte ntion s to curb governm e nt
spen din g throug h many a djustments; the reduction or e limin ation
of 140 underperform ing government programs over the next few
years was one of the proposals .
When decrying the blockage of his
Soc ial Security refonn, however,
the Democrats stood up and cheered
the ir abuse of the filibu ste r like the
disgraceful bunch of ingrates they
have become. Bush did men tion
making hi s tax cuts permanent, but
in my mind it was the one shortfa ll
of the speech. I was hoping that he
would work to spe nd his remaining
pol it ica l cap ital to promote the
overhaul of the ent ire tax code and
e limination of the IRS.
All of these proposa ls, as well as
President Bush's beautiful introduction remembering the legacy of
Coretta Scott King, made for an
intriguing and impon ant address.
II is a lso wonh not ing that the
hero of America's far left, rad ical
anti-A me rican peacenik C indy
Sheehan, tried to make evelything
about her by causing a scene in the
chamber before being removed in
handcuffs. She has become nothing
more than a se lf-absorbed media
hound who can' t stand being out of
the lime light, going as far as to publ ic ly co mpl ai n t h at durin g
Hurricane Rita th e med ia wasn't
providing accurate coverage of her
protests. She needs to recogni ze that
making a big scene and a complete
fool of herse lf isn ' t goi ng to accomplish anything at thi s time. A nd if
she doesn' t be lieve it, she shou ld
jus t as k th e World Ca n ' t Wait
organizers how many days of
protest have gone by w ith out
Bush's resignati on.

Roamin'
Numerals

113
Number of points
Epiphanny Prince of
Murry Bergtraum Hi gh
School scored in a
girls bas ketball game,
breaking a girl s'
national prep record
held formerly by
Chery l Miller.

1,800
Gallons of beer
spoiling at Mr. lim 's
Cannon Brew Pub in
Alabama after power
was cut on Jan . 26.
The pub needed $8,000
to restore electricity
and $4,000 was due for
gas and water. A " Save
the Beer" campaign
was laun ched and about
$700 had been rai sed as
of Jan. 3 1.

26
Number of grill ed
cheese sandwiches
eaten by Sonya Thomas
in 10 minutes on Feb.
I. The 100-pound
woman won the Worl d
Grilled Cheese Eating
Championsh ip. She
holds numerous world
eating records and is
referred to as the
" Black Widow" for
defeating larger men .

Choice Cuts

"

"Do not release the
skunk, sir."

Statement yell ed by Ron
Bailey, 52, to 82-yearold animal-rights advocate Lou Kessler, who
was trying to release a
skunk that had been
trapped by Bailey on his
property in Novato,
Cali f. , on Jan. 31 .
Kessler was arrested for
alleged ly brandishing the
state-licensed trapper 's
revolver in the scuffle.

- Blake Hausman is presidenl of
Columbia College Consf:!rvalives.
blake@battleorg.com
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The Department of Liberal Education and the Office of the Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences in collaboration with
the Columbia Chronicle, the Journalism Department and the Art & Design Department announce
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HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX,

623 S WABASH
AVENUE. HOURS: 9 AM . 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL EXHIBITION
January 23-February 24, 2006
Reception: Thursday, February 2, 2006, 5-7pm
Best of Show presentations will be ma de at 5:30pm
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was
established in 1~74 to encourage both undergraduate and
graduate Columbia College Ch icago students to complete
projects in all fields of communication. Racial profiling, gender,
illicit love affairs in spaceships, and family history are just
some of the themes explored in this year's exhibition. The
exhibit features work in nearly a dozen disciplines including
photography, book and paper arts, co mics. poetry. sculpture.
film. and video documentation of performance art.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY,

1104 S WABASH AVENUE.
HOURS: 10 AM - 5 PM TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 10 AM . 7 PM ON
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

THE GIFTS OF NEW ORLEANS: MUSIC AND CULTURE
EXHIBITION
January 12-February 17. 2006
Opening Reception: January 26. 5-B pm featuring student
performances
Columbia College Chicago and the Glass Curtain Gallery are
proud to present Gifts of New Orleans: Music and Culture. the
first major exhibition of the Library and Archives at the Center
for Black Music Research. This seminal exhibition focuses on
New Orleans' musical roots of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, contemporary Louisiana popular music styles. and
the musical connections between New Orleans and Chicago.
particularly in early jazz and blues. Curated by librarians/
archivists Suzanne Flandreau and Andrew Leach, the exhibition
will feature photographS. recordings (including audio examples),
posters, album covers, printed music and archival materia ls.
The exhibit will run in conjunction with COlumbia College
Chicago's African American Heritage Celebration.
For more information visit: http://www.colum.edu/studentaffairs/afrlcanamericanaffairs/

Cll GALLERY,

33 E Cona,e .. Avenu • •

HOURS: 9 AM . 1 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

NSPIRING VISION: ARTISTS WHO TEACH
February 6-March 3, 2006
Opening Reception: February 9. 2006 6 - 8pm
Inspiring Vision : Artists Who Teach exhibits the collective work
of the graduate students In the Educational Studies Department
of Columbia Colle,e Chlca,o. The exhibitors. who are earning
their masters' de,rees In art education and elementary
education . prer,'!nt works In photo,raphy. drawing. painting and
mixed mlldla . 1 he teacher candidates and dedlcate'd artists
demonstrate that their passion and devotion to the arts will
enable them to be the catalysts for their students' artistic
pursuits. The Innovative and vibrant work In Insplrlnl Vision:
Artl.ts Who Teach Illustrates that the arts are a vital part of any
IItudent's education.

VISIT: HTTP://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU FOR A LISTING OF ALL UPCOMING [C)SPACE PROGRAMS
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THE STUDENT CENT RS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMIIA COLL
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mAo.aG
MANIFEST 06 PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHER

Under the supervision of' the [C]Spaces Director and the Visual Comm unication
Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Proj ect Photographer will shoot a series 01 images
during the month of February to be used as the basis of the overall marketing
campaign for Manifest 2006.

MANIFEST 06 MUSIC MANAGEMENT INTERN
Intern Position for AEM M Student Under the supervision of the (C]Spaces Director,
the Technical Director, and the Manifest Coord inator, the Manifest Music Intern will
focus on all duties related to marketing the student and professional bands playing
at the festival , as well as helping to organize the performing stages at the festival.

[C}Spaces seeks a rtistica lly aggressive unde rgraduate and graduate
Columbia College students to submit to an art exhibition.
This exhibition e.ll.plores and examines the New Americana, M any oftoday's
ideals, ethics and climates can easily be identified as American . Oefinit ion can
be drawn from consumerism, direct marketing techniques and fast foods to
fam ily values, sexuality. entertainment and environmental landscape.

MANIFEST 06 GALLERY ASSISTANT INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director.
the Gallery Coord inators, and the Manifest Coord inator, the Manifest Gallery
Assistant Intern will playa vital role in the insta llation of exhibitions. staffing special
events, and performing various tasks in the service of the festival.

MANI FEST 06 TECHNOLOGY INTERN
Under the supervision of the [C)Spaces Director and the Visu al Comm unication
Coord Inator, the Manifest 06 Technology Intern will assist in web marketing and t he
coordination of digital assets and workflow integral to the planning and promotion
of Manifest.
'

MANIFEST 06 MARKETING INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the (CjSpaces
Director,. Assistant to the Director and the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest 05
M.sU1u!ting Intern will concentrate on marketing and promoting end-of-year events
to the Columbia College and South Loop communities, and will playa vital role in
organizing the festival.

MANIFEST 06 STUDENT ORGANIZATION INTERN
'''1Jnder the supervision of the Director and Coordinator of Student Leadership and
the Ma nifest Coordinator, the Student Organization CORE Intern will concentrate on
organizing and developing an itinerary of events during Man ifest 06 for the Student
Government Association a nd Student Organization Council .

FOR COMPLETE JOB DESCRIPTIONS

visit: http://cspaces.colum.edu/getlnvolved/
Please send all internship resumes and cover letters to: CarOIAnn Brown, Director.
[ClSpaces/Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor, Chicago. IL 60605

WHO SHOULD
SU8M IT A PROPOSAL?
'~!Uiki~t!;, f~'mu1t{i:,,,'i{J~iw~'
Qi' ovt<:,~~~ ::)!g();:f.U·~1~S
':<.

!inti i:x:iMdtla'swnonm<Q:ij

;:'(lmpell!ng Wf.lt<y:,~t kioa
~nd ~Il<';' :l~".'~wwseftlt
v:r<;!;f';~

Neysa P-",gc--Uetwtman

312.344.7696
cspaces@Wlom.tJdu
J

TO PROPOSE A
SHOW, PLEASE VISIT:

http://
cspaccs.
co lum.~du7
FEBRUARY 8 , 2006

HOKIN GALLERY
. NOON!

COMI NG SOON !
CA LL FOR M ANIFEST STUDENT BANDS, TICTOC PERFORM ERS,
SPECTACLE WORKSHOPS, STUDENT ARTWOR K, AND M OREl
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Amte Frnnk's unfocgotten history
Spertus Museum
displays stories of
the Holocaust
By Adam Rosen
Staff Writer
Manv know Anne Frank as the
girl who kept a diary while hiding
from the Nazis during the
Holocaust, but the Spertus
Museum, 618 S. Michigan Ave.,
is hoping to broaden the knowledge of the iconic teen with the
new exhibit, " Anne Frank: A
History for Today."
Deve loped by the Anne Frank
House in the Netherlands and presented by the Anne Frank Center
in New York, the exhibition pres-

•

cots not only the excerpts of her
diary and others' accounts of her,
but also memories from people
relating personal experiences during the Holocaust.
The exhibit, which is divided
into five time periods , starts in
1929 with the birth of Anne Frank
and takes guests through the Nazi
movement of the 19305. It moves
forward to 1945 after the Allies
defeated the Nazis, and then to
when Anne 's father, Otto Frank,
finds out that his daughter did Dot
survive the war. The Spertus
exhibit then concludes with
Holocaust survivors and people
from around the world sharing
their experiences of discrimination and racism.
Amanda Friedeman, educator at

the Spertus Museum, said that one
of the main goals .of " A History
for Today" is to not only make
people aware of what has happened in the past, but to realize
that it is still happening now.
"One of the most common[ ly]
used phrases that Holocaust survivors say is 'Never forget , never
again , '"
Friedeman. said.
Referring to the genocide in
Sudan's Darfur region, she added,
" We 're doing our part to make
sure it is never forgotten with
these types of exhibits, but [society] is doing a terrible job as a
whole to stop it from happening
again."
In 1990, minois became the
ftrst state in the country to require
Holocaust education in all public
elementary and high schools after
the state passed the Illinois
Holocaust Education Mandate.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich then added
genocide education to the mandate in 2005.
But even with the law in effect,
Kelly Szany, from the Holocaust
Memorial Foundation of Illinois,
said there is not much enforcement in tenns of checking to
make sure schools are abiding by
the law.
"Some teachers may spend a
day on it, some may take several
weeks," Szany said.
Either way, the Spertus
Museum has booked reservations
from 60 schools, which will bring
more than 3,000 students to the
exhibit. Szany said she is pleased
that Spertus is bringing "A
History of Today" to Illinois.
"Any chance kids get to see an

COUIIooy SporIuo--

Anne Frank, as well as stories of Holocaust survivors are now
on display at Spertus Museum, 618 S . Michigan Ave. Her
diary (below) was found by her father, Otto Frank, after the
war.
exhibit like this is great,"
Szany said.
Rabbi Michael Stemfield, seeior Rabbi at Chicago Sinai
Congregation in the Gold Coast,
believes the exhibit is important
to show the scope of the
Holocaust.
"It is true that almost 7 million
Jews were killed in the Holocaust,
but there were also millions of
non-Jews that were killed as
well," Stemfteld said.
Sternfteld also expressed his
concerns that the exhibit and tragic life of Anne Frank should not
be taken out of proportion.

" It's important to have this sort
of exhibit to remember what happened, but it's also important not
to over-.e mphasize the story of
just one person that CIied in the
Holocaust,'; Stemfi~ld said. "This
is just poe st0l'¥ of ~t now is to
believed to be seven million Jews
that died in the HolocauSt, aod the
names "of"'mOst of them aren' t
even knoWn.·~ --~

"Annt' 'Ff: nk: A""Hisrory for
Today" runs at the Spertus
Museum until May 28. The museum is open SundJy~ through
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Friday, 10 a.m. 10 3 p.m.
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Roaring in the new year
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School continues flght for mascot
AP
The University of Illinois on Jan. 3 1
filed another appeal of an NCAA decision
that would require the schoo l to drop its
Chie f IIliniwek athletic mascot and logo
before it could host any post-season competiti on.
The appeal is the university's second
attempt to persuade the Na tional
Collegiate Athl etic Association to reverse
its decis ion that Chi ef IIliniwek was an
example of " ho stile and abusive"
American Indian imagery. A staff review
committee in November upheld the " hos·
tile and abu sive" classification of
llliniwek, but allowed the sc hool to keep
its lllini and Fighting lllini ni ckname s.
The lates t appeal , to the same commit·

tee that approved the original poli cy,
challenges the NCAA's power to impose
it, the sc hool said.
"This appeal is about the institutional
autonomy of NCAA member schools,"
the university told the executi ve co mmit·
tee. " It is about flaw ed rule s and
process
The poli cy is scheduled to take effect
Wednesday but the university asked the
committee to postpone any enforcement
of the poli cy, should the appeal be denied,
until after the compl etion of the current
academic year, said U of I spokesman
Tom Hardy. The NCAA has said it intends
to postpone any enforcement for schools
with pending appeals until at least April.

7 ·

Mass at Old St. Mary

15005. Michigan Ave.

8:30 & 11am

Mass at UCC Dorm

9pm

Old St. Mary Church
1500 S. Michigan Ave.
Call 312·922·J444
Emall:lnfo@oldstmary.com

~~~
Lion dancers perform in front of the Chinese Community
Center, 250 W. 22nd Place, on Jan. 29 as part of the 2006
Chinese New Year's celebrations. The 'Year of the Dog, 4704'
lunar celebration also included floats and marching bands.

~~~~~.~-------------------------, ,----------------------------------~
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO SUMMER SESSIONS

i
I~
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GO FROM
HIGH SCHOOL
TO FLIGHT SCHOOL

Your Summer Classroom:
Get Ahead or Try Something New!

* * * * *

With just a high school diploma, you can apply
to the Warrant Officer Flight Training program
and learn to fly Apache, Black Hawk or Kiowa
Warrior hel icopters in the U.S. Army.
> > If you're 19-28 years old, call Sgt. 1st
Class Kelly Brown at 877-333-6144 to find
out how you qualify to fly as AN ARMY OF
ONE.

Early Session

• Experience lakeside campu ses
near Chicago internships and
summer fun.

Summer Session A

II Earn a year's worth of science or
foreign language credit.

Summer Session ~

• Study abroad in eight exciting
destination s!
• Choose from more than 100 courses
taught in four convenient sessions.

May 22 - June 16
May 22 . June 30
July 3 • August 11

Summer Session ~1
June 5 . July 28

1.800.262.2373

I

> > Or talk to a Recruiter at the

Pulaski recruiting station
5160 S. Pulaski in
Unit 114.
Monday - Friday,
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Open Sat. by appointment only

Apply online today!
www.luc.edu/summer

...

.~
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However, Brown, who also is
the managing director and head
of central region for Lehman
Brothers. a financial institution,
had onc word about Lehman
Brothers'
blagging
policy:
Don't.
Continued from Back Page
For Stephen Baker, a senior
writer for Business Week, blagging is a challenge for manageamended the guidelines and the ment.
company approved them:
" Blogs move us into areas [of
Iwata also said that their blo- public relations and consumer
gosphere has increased by 95per- relations where] we normaBy
cent since May 2005.
'don't travel," Baker said.
However, not all of the speakBaker also said that although
ers discussed online blagging blagging is a fad, it's not going
guidelines within a company. to di ~ out. It may evolve into
Caro le L. Brown, the chair- sOIl1~t~il1g else as technology
woman for the
advances ,
but
Chicago Transit If[ never had a blogger people are always
Authority,
said decide on what you can communicating
th at s he started her
.
or can't write on this or and the idea of
blog last year
b'"
the blog will conher} own we site.
tinue to grow.
because of bad
press coverage.
.
..
According to a
She said that she - Brian ~obolak, mamtamer January
2005
was reading comfor Chicagoblogger.com
report by the Pew
ments posted on
Internet
&
the Chicago Tribune's online American Life Project, a nonedition last April when someone profit research center studying
called her the " Angel of Death." American Internet social trends.
'"I'm not the 'Angel of only 38 percent of all Internet
Death, '" Brown explained to the users knew what a blog was. The
Executives' Club audience about report also listed 62 percent of
her conversation to a co-worker American online users as not
over the phone last April "Why knowing what a blog was.
don 't they understand what's
This was an increase of 58 pergoing on [about the CTA budget cent, up from 27 percent from
crisis]."
the previous year of people who
She saId that she c",ated her now read blogs.
blog in April 2005 to get unfilAt the time of the study, 32
ten:d information to and from the million people read blogs and
public. She also said that she did- over 8 million people had a blog
n't talk to the CTA's general or online diary.
council to see if setting up her
However, Rand, who moderatblog was aU right, but that it's ed the debate, said the", are cur·
been a helpful tool.
renlly 20 to 24 million blogs in

Blogs:

Self-policing
online diaries

Jim Coudal is the president of Coudal Partners in Chicago. Coudal blogs to communie3le
about ongoing projects. According to the Fortune 500 Blogging Index, only 4.4 percent, or 22,
Fortune 500 companies have public blogs as of February 2006.
existence, with about 10,000 created each day.
For the Fortune 500 companies, only 4.4 percent, or 22
companies have public blogs,
according to the Fortune 500
Blogging Index.
For Brian Sobolak, the maintainer of Chicagoblogger.com, a
blogging community stemming
from a Chicago-based web publi·
cation, Gapersblock.com, said
that he's only heard about blog·

ging guidelines used in corporations. Sobolak, who was not at
the panel discussion, said that the
bloggers are generally free to
write what they want on their
web diaries.
U[ never had a blogger decide
on what you can or can't write on
[his or her] own website,"
Sobolak said.
Sobolak said that self-policing
usually only occurs with mailing
lists. For example, someone once

posted a comment about the Iraq
War on a mailing list. After discussing the remark, it was decided that comments should be posted on a _'~ respective blog.
AB for G~ iilOclt, the site is
set up like . ' magazine. fI.-",
said there is one central rule about what is written.
" We don't bave an editor to '
police what raj _
writ
SobOlak said. .''But it has to em- '
ter around Chicago tOpics,:' .
•

===:::="

Columbia
Chronicle 2-=7=:-~
Classifieds ~.Dea.~_laskb
Classilled Admtlsl.,
Oeadllnes
Your advertlslmlnt must bl recelvad
by 5p.m. an 1111 ThursdlY prior to the
publishing dlte.

Talent Sean:h Mondays in Janl $1~ in
prlzesl 8pm • 1am. Roell Reggae Blues
Jazz Funk Folk and everything in between!
No hard rocIt please. Call Jordan at .
312.399.3055 lor Slgr\-t4) info.
UndergroundWonderBar.com 10 E Walton
Chicago.

Compassionate Woman Needed 00 you

Rites
want to help a wonderful couple achieve
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 their.dream 01 having a family? We are
er ward with a $5 mlnlmulII\ All clml- looking lor caring, compassmate, fIOO'f"
rled Ids must bl prl-plld In lull prior :;g~~~f
~
to publication. All ads will bI publlshld 20-29, non-smolter, and healthy. You wilt
In the order 01 purchlslng dill
receive $5000 each time you donIte.
Please email us lor an appIlcatton (pIHst
give us reference '32) and go to our web
Dnlln'
sit, for more information at www.buIldIngwww.columblachronlcIICIISsllllds.comfamllleseggclonatIon.com

:.00oar: ;::

Local business S"1tt taltnltd individual to
design a simple, elm and profmlonal
webelt, (no nash) plue othtr martlttilg
componlnll (1,1. emalls, IItttr1111d and
busln... cards), Plrt,t\ma flexible achtdull. If InttrHltd, ,1IId an ImIW to
prtbIl'~,com, fltllSllncIIIdI design
l.ampIe. and desired hourly
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The 'world' is still waiting
Protest takes on the
president and State of
the Union address

emonies for the event, said she Cook County Young RepUblicans
be lieved the crowd was bigger than said saying something like that is
the protest in November.
crazy.
" When it 's cold like this and late
" When you look back to the
and with the evening rush hour, you C li nton adm in istrat ion and the
By James Ewert
would think people come fo r 20 whole impeachment process, you
Assistant City Beat Editor
minutes and call it a night. but they didn ' f see us having demonstrations
didn ':;'~ Caulton
in Daley Plaza
As the pres i ~e.I ;! was preparing to said.
~' PeQp le
" It's great to be part of or out in front of
'give his annuat State of tt.~ Union stuck around and
White
an American society where the
address Jan . 31 , demonstrators didn't leave as
House," Cook
gathered in Daley Plaza to set ftre the n ight wen t you 're fre e to demonstrate, said . " We took
but I don't think some of our di sagreeto effigies of the president and his on."
these people understand ments through
administration.
After
the
exactly what they're
The last time protesters with the speakers
finthe proper chanprotesting. "
anti-Bush and anti-war organiza- ished,
nels. It's great to
the
tion World Can' t Wait met in demonstration
be part of an
Chicago, it was to protest the one broke off into
- Dennis Coo k, president of American socieyear anniversary of President smaller protest
ty where you're
the Cook Co unty Young
Bush's reelection last November. groups that went
free to demonRepublica ns
This time however, they met to, into neighborstrate, but' don 't
"Bring the 'Noise: Drown out the hoods If-troughout the Chicago area. th ink some of these people underLies," as the group's green fl yers The six d ifferent groups held stand exactly what they' re protestsaid.
demonstrations in Evanston, Hyde ing."
About 500 demonstrators and a Park, Oak Park, Pilsen, Rogers
Kevin Norenberg, a junior music
handful of speakers from around Park and Wicker Park.
production major at Columbia who
the city, including Columbia stuMuch of the protest consisted of took part in the November gatherdent Thomas Walker, as well as World Can't Wait 's coined catch ing, said he was protesting the govAldennan Ricardo Munoz of the phrase which outl ined their ernment in general because it's the
22nd Ward, assembled to call for demands very simply, "World Can't least he could do.
the resignation of the president.
Wait: Drive Out The Bus Regime."
'" came because I'd rather be
Mars Caulton, the master of eerDennis Cook, president of the here than sitting at home yelling at
my televi sion," Norenberg said.
" It's not that I think this is going to
change the world or anything, but
it's something rather than nothing,
and that's enough for me."
Blake Hausman, president of the
Columbia College Conservatives,
said even though many Columbi a
students are taking part in World
Can't Wait's activities, it's important not to associate the school itse lf
with the anti-war activities.
" If these far left college students
and activists wou ld use that seemingly wasted energy by engaging in
Erin MashlThe Chronicle
a debate of the issues they might
Rob Kunde of Chicago poses in front of the Richard J. Daley
start making progress," Hausman
Center, 50 W. Washingtcn Blvd., as af 'I b~ . Ghraib' prisoner.
said .

Tattoo:
New age, same
tattoos
Continued from back page
of th e bu si ness at C h icago
Tattoo, which sits j ust off th e
Belmont Red Line stop and is
open until midni ght.
" [A downstate representative's

tated io tum away customers who
came in and wanted someth ing
th at he thought was a bad decision , like a tattoo on the ir hand or
neck.
, '" wou ldn 't underest im ate anyone's ab ility to make a stupid
decision, w hether they are 18 or
80," he said.
Someone he did not tum away
was Jesse C rouse, a 19-year-old
poetry majo r from Columbia,
who chose to go to De luxe Tattoo
for his latest piece si nce th e shop

office] call ed 3. lot of us to try
an d get us rall ied arou nd the
bi ll ," Colle la said of the coo'peration between shops. Bes ides th at,
e-mails and petiti ons were circulated. Wah received th e same
calls and e-mail s, but un li ke
Colleia and Chicago Tattoo, he
was unenthusiastic about changing the law.
" Bus in ess was fine without
[the age being lowered] ," he said.
And eve n before the new,
younger traffic, Wah never hes i-

Protesters set fire to a shopping cart containing signs, an
American flag and other flammable material at Daley Plaza on
Jan. 31 .

was .close to hi s house. He got his
fi rst tattoo in Co lorado, which
was a hi gh school graduation
present from hi s mother. When
he found out abou t the age bein g
lowe red here he decided to make
plans fo r another.
Crouse said he would have left
the state sooner or later in purs uit
of another tattoo if the legal age
had remained 2 1 in Ill inois.
Co ll ela's exp lanat ion for the
passing of the law drew a parallel
to the age li mit of the military,

saying that if yo u are old enough
to go to war you are old enough
to decide if you want to get a tattoo .
Wah , however, remains unconvinced that the Illinois legislature
really cares about whether the
age is 180r21.
" This just happened to be the
lucky thing on the [agenda] at the
time to pi ss off the governor," he
sa id. " It cou ld have been anything, it j ust happened to be tattooing."

Twis ted drunk

Pacific Garden assau lt

A 55-year-old man was assau lted by a 2 1-yearold man on Jan . 30 at a CTA train station at 1167
S. State St. The victim said the offender grabbed
his arm and twisted it. A 47-year-old male witness said that the offender and victim were arguiag, but n o physical contact occurred. The victim
was high ly intoxicated and did not want to press
charges.

A 45-year-old man assaulted a 34-year-old man
at the Pacific Garden Mission, 646 S. State St.,
on Jan. 28. The two were invo lved in a verbal
argument w hen the offender struck the victim in
the face and upper body with closed fists. The
victim sustained a broken nose and was transported to Northwestern Memorial Hospital. The
offender fl ed the scene and is still at large.
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A Robert Morris Coilegc student was robbed on
campus grounds on Jan . 31. The v ictim , a 23year-o ld woman, was approached by a 25-ycarold mail near 4C I S. State St. After talking, the
offender struck the victim in the face and body,
causing minor bmi ses. The offender erabbed th e
victim 's ce il phone a'1d fl ed. Police :,I/r.t lt to ~ h e
offender 's pla.ce of ~" !r: ployment, but he d id not.
show up. Robert Morris College security also
was unable to locate him .
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Unknown college s tud ent robbed
A 21-year-old fema le co llege student, whose
school is unknown, was robbed on Jan . 30. The
victim was wa lking northbound near 42 1 S.
Dearborn St. when the offender, a 50-year-old
man , pressed an unknown object against her back
and said, " If you scream, I' ll s hoot. Hand over
your wallet." The offender then stole $47 and
assorted jewe lry, threw the v ict im 's wallet on the
ground and fl ed. Police have not apprehended the
offender.

Compiled by Chronicle .staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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CIlYBEAT
Fire in Chicago
Team rolls into
pre-season with new
uniforms, stadium
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

Chicago Fire 's pres ident and
CEO John Guppy may have been
right when he dec lared 2006 "The

Year of Soccer." AtaJan.31 press
conference at Lux Bar, 18 E.
Bellevue Place, Guppy unveiled
the Chicago Fire 's new uniforms,
its partnership with adidas and its

new stadiu m
Bridgeview.

in

suburban

"This is a pinnacle year and a

transitional year that will place us
in the ec helon {of] Chi cago
[sports] ," said Guppy.
Guppy also said that the
Chicago Fi re was going to create
"a unique experience unparallel to
any other sport in Chicago."
Just days before players left for
spring training, Guppy debuted the
Fire's new unifonns by Gennan-

based adidas Group. The home jerseys arc red with "Fire" written
across the chest, whi le the away
jerseys arc white and read
"Chicago." Jerseys and other team
merchandise should be avai lable in
stores by April.
Adidas teamed up with Major
League Socccr this ycar after signing a I O-yc,lr contract that is provid ing all 12 teams with oflicia l
apparel and unifonns, a deal worth
more than $ 150 million , sa id John
Koluder, spokesman for Chicago
Fire.
The Fire for the 2006 pre-season
sent 34 players to Florida's Gu lf
Coast where the team will hold a
two-week
training
camp th is month .
Immed i ate l y
after, it will be a
busy
few
months for the
Fire as the team
plays 12 presea-

preparation for the official kick-ofT
on April I.
Meanwhile, construct ion on the
Fire 's new Bridgeview stadium is
on track and is expected to be completed by June. The 20,000-seat
fac ility at 71st Street and Harlem
Avenue is the fourth soccer stadium ever to be constructed in the
United States. The stadium will
feature a $2.2 mi ll ion grass fi eld
and, unlike Soldier Field which
previously hosted the Fire, the
scats will be built closer to the
fie ld. Guppy said these features
should enhance the game.
" 1 thi nk [if] you ask people
about the live soccer experience
they ' ll say it's the incredible
euphoria of the stadium and the
people's response inside of it,"
Guppy said.
Guppy, however, is not the only
one excited about the "year of soccer." A couple players, who also
anended the Jan . 31 event, ta lked
about the upco ming season.
Defender C. J. Brown put it succinlly about 2006.
" It 's a good year," Brown sa id.
"New unifonns, new stadiumI'm looking forward to it ."
Defender Jack Stewart was also
enthused about the new season and
stadium.
" I can', wait ," Stewart said .
"Sold ier Field is great. but thi s is
our own stadium."
The Chicago Fire was founded
on the 126th anniversary of the
Great Chicago Fire in 1997,
Koluder said. The team played
homc games at Soldier Field frolll
1998 through 200 I. The Fire
moved to Cardinal Field in
Naperville for two years in 2002
before returning to Soldier Field.
The Major League Soccer expansion team won the Lamar Hunt
U.S. Open Cup, a national tournament, in 1998,
2000
and
2003.

I

James Adam receives a tattoo from artist Kevin Sarai at Deluxe Tattoo, 1459 W. Irving Park Road.
Even though the age to get a tattoo changed this year from 21 to 18 in Chicago, many shops
aren 't seeing a dramatic increase in business.

New tattoo age making its rna k
Custom tattooi ng
shops see different
results from new law
By Marl< Byrne
Staff Writer

Nick Collela foug ht to get the
tattoo age lowered for seven
yea rs, and s ince a new law went
into e ffect in January, he and hi s
employer, C hicago Tattooing
and Pierc ing Co., 101 7 W.
Be lmont Ave., ha ve see n an
increase of customers.

T he Illinois leg islature overrode Gov. Rod 8 1agojev ich 's
ve to la st month to lower the age
from 21 to 18, and many shops
like Ch icago Tattoo have expe ri enced a boost in bus in ess. Some
shops, howe ver. neither fought
fo r the change, nor do they s ignificantl y benefit from it.
" I'd be fine w ith [the age]
s ta y ing 21," said Ben Wah ,
owne r of Deluxe Tattoo, 1459 W.
Irving Park Road. " I don't think
it was necessary [for business]."
Wah sa id he thinks that the
younger, newly legal crowd is
probably more likely to go to

more popu lar s hops that stay
open late.
"We close by 8, so we really
don't get a lot of (the youn ge!"
crowd]," Wah sa id.
Even so, Wah said his sl\.Op
stays busy, but hasn't secn much
of a change since the law went
into effect. He said, De luxe is a
"custom shop" where most peopl e come for spec ific or more
detailed work and genera lly have
to make an appoi ntment.
On the other hand , Collela
claims that the 18 to 21 crowd
now represents about 50 percent

See Tattoo, Page 23

Policing the blogosphere
Corporations find new
ways fo r patroling
company blogs
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

Rene EddelThe Chronicle

Chicago Fire defenseman C.J. Brown (left ) and midfiel der
Brian Plotkin pose at the Fire's press conference Jan.3 1. The
Fire unveiled new home and road uniforms as well as a new
stadium expected to be finished by June 25.

Back in the day when a perso n
wanted to chat about work, he or
s he grabbed a coup le of coworkers, ran to the nearest bar
and la mented about the office
over bee rs and c iga rettes. Now,
w ith the number of b logs growin g expone nt ia ll y. peo p le are
turning from rant ing to th e ba rte nde r to publishing their musings on the Internet. A nd , as d isplayed at a Jan. 3 1 co nfe rence,
corporat e America is trying to
fig ure ou t how to dea l w it h it.
T he Execut ives C lub of
Ch icago held the Jan. 3 1 pancl
di sc uss io n
entit led
" Th e
Blogging
Boom
and
It s
Implicat io ns for U.S. Bus inesses
and Co ns umers" at the MidAmerica C lub , 200 E. Randolph
wwwColumblaChronicle com

SI. Several co rporate representatives ex plained how their compani es usc and dea l with blogge rs w ho are wri ting within the
company intra ne t, as well as
b loggers who discuss the ir
empl oyers o n externa l diari es.
Pau l Ra nd, partner and director
o f globa l techno logy practice for
Ketchum , a publ ic relatio ns firm ,
explained that few co mpanies

urhere ~\' a very, very limited nllmber of Forilme
500 companies that have a
forma l blogging policy. "
- Paul Rand, partn er and
d irector of globa l technology
pract ice fo r Ketchum

have g uid e lines for co rporate
blogge rs.
"There 's a ve ry, very limited
number of Fortune 500 companies that have a forma l blogging
poli cy," Rand said .

He said that so me of the blogge rs arc sc rutini z in g th eir
employers and forc ing co mpanies to reeva luate certain practices.
IBM is one company that has
de ve loped guidelines for co mpany bloggers. Jon C. Iwata, senior
vice pres ident at IBM , said that
before the popularity of onlinc
diaries the company controlled
the fl ow of informa tion both in
and out s ide the co rpo ration.
However, th e co mpany loses that
control with blogg ing.
Iwata sa id that in May 200 5,
IBM had nearly 9,000 blogs in
its company. He said the main
fcars were, " Wha t are they saying and w hat are th ey lea king?"
The company dec ided to let the
blogg ing communit y es tabli sh
its own guide lines. Accord ing to
Iwata , IBM dropped a wiki , or
webpage that can be edi ted by
online users, in the blog community. T he b logge rs wrote and
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